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1
If the first Friday of the month falls on the 3rd,
the last Tuesday of the month falls on what day?

28th

Calendar Math

2
In the story by Dodie Smith, what kind of dogs are
Missis, Perdita, and Pongo?

dalmatians

Fictional Animals

3
If Barry caught 17, 23, 19, and 20 bass on four
different trips to the lake, how many did he catch
on his fifth trip to make his overall average 20?

2 1

Fishing Statistics

4
Because so much its water is needed for irrigation
and domestic use, what mighty river is just a
trickle by the time it reaches the Gulf of
California?

Colorado River

U.S. Rivers

5
What is the northeasternmost African country?

Egypt

Africa

6
The sound associated with supersonic flight is
called a sonic what?

boom

Fast Flight

7
In which branch of Congress do the members have
much more varied professions?

House of Representatives

Congress

8
Farnsworth and Dudley took a total of two hours to
wash a neighbor's windows.  If Dudley worked
three times as long as Farnsworth, how long did
Farnsworth work?

30 minutes

Work Problems

9
What are the next three words in the poem that
begins with this?
  One fine day in the middle of the night,
  Two dead boys got up to fight.
  Back-to-back they faced one another,
  Drew their swords and ...

shot each other

Nonsense Verse

1 0
For at least 2000 years, the secretions of these
caterpillars furnished a major impetus for
trading between the Orient and Occident.  Even
today, synthetic fabrics have not supplanted it for
fine textiles.  Name this fiber.

s i l k

Textiles
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1 1
What figure of speech is illustrated in this
excerpt from a James Stephens poem?
  The wind stood up and gave a shout.
  He whistled on his two fingers.

personification

Figurative Writing

1 2
Name the small plates that protect the skin of
many fish and reptiles.

scales

Integuments

1 3
What is the more southerly of the Central
American countries that border Mexico?

Guatemala

Central America

1 4
What creatures provide most of a polar bear's
food?

seals

Bears

1 5
Gene got hit in the head with an errant golf ball
and now he is seeing stars, feeling even goofier
than usual, and is dazed.  These are symptoms of
what kind of brain injury?

concussion

Injur ies

1 6
This is from what story?
  Almanzo Wilder stood in the line of young men
  near the door, and Laura was embarrassed.
  She saw now that several young men were
  taking young ladies home. She felt her cheeks
  flushing and she did not know where to look.

Little House on the Prairie

American Literature

1 7
Things that are nice to have but we can do without
are called wants.  Things we must have to survive
are called what?

needs

Economic Fundamentals

1 8
In Hans Christian Andersen's "The Little Match
Girl," what becomes of the title character?

She dies (freezes to death)

Short Stories

1 9
In which book of "The Bartimaeus Trilogy" is
Nathaniel a senior magician who works with Kitty
Jones and Bartimaeus to save London?

Ptolemy's Gate

Trilogies

2 0
After some number of years, what geological
process causes a smooth slab of concrete to appear
cracked, chipped, and rough, with exposed pebbles
at the surface?

weathering (or erosion)

Geology
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2 1
A person who attaches stuffing, springs, cushions,
and covering fabric to furniture is employed in
what craft?

upholstery

Crafts

2 2
The term, "abecedarian" indicates what order for
arranging things?

alphabetical order

Ordering Things

2 3
In "Treasure Island," what kind of bird is called
Captain Flint?

parrot

Pirate Stories

2 4
As a replacement for the skull and crossbones,
what cartoon image is being used on containers of
poisonous substances?

Mr. Yuk

Poison Warning Labels

2 5
What kind of fish is Slue-Foot Sue said to have
ridden down the Rio Grande?

catfish

Tall Tales

2 6
What is the sum of the smallest even numbered,
positive integers with single, double, and triple
syllables?

38 (2+14+22)

Syllables and Integers

2 7
What is the invisible ocean indicated in this quote
by Matthew Maury?
  Our planet is invested with two great oceans;
  one visible, the other invisible; one underfoot,
  the other overhead; one entirely envelopes it,
  the other covers about two thirds of its
  surface.

atmosphere

Oceanographer's Perspectives

2 8
In what state could you travel along the Junipero
Serra Freeway or climb Junipero Serra Peak?

California

Namesakes

2 9
The Chinese invented what calculator that uses
sliding beads to help compute math problems?

abacus

Inventions

3 0
The last line of this verse suggests what mythical
animal?
  The ancient Greeks believed in
  Some really crazy things,
  Like minotaurs, centaurs,
  And a horse with wings.

Pegasus

Ancient History
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3 1
What character created by A.A. Milne falls over
every time he puts one hoof up to his ear so he can
hear better?

Eyeore

Quadruped Characters

3 2
Express the adjective phrase "more comfortable"
in the superlative degree.

most comfortable

Comparisons

3 3
In an election for the Koyukuk Borough sheriff,
338 people voted.  Buford beat his only rival by
the smallest majority possible.  How many votes
did he get?

1 7 0

Elections

3 4
What is the next line in the song with these
ly r i cs?
  I could while away the hours,
   conferrin' with the flowers,
   consultin' with the rain.
  And my head I'd be scratchin' while
    my thoughts were busy hatchin' ...

If I only had a brain

Musical Lyrics

3 5
What two words complete this stanza?
  This is the maiden all forlorn,
  That milked the cow with the crumpled horn,
  That tossed the dog,
  That worried the cat,
  That killed the rat,
  That ate the malt
  That lay in the house that ...

Jack built

Poems

3 6
This is about what kind of bird?
  For two months in the black Antarctic night,
  he stands still above the egg that is his sole
  concern; his movements slight, he warms it
  in the pouch above his leg.

emperor penguin

Bird Poetry

3 7
Each room in a school contains 8 to 13 benches and
on each bench are 7 to 12 students.  What is the
minimum number of students in any room?

5 6

Minimums

3 8
How many months are in a decade?

1 2 0

Time

3 9
In what year will the tricentennial of American
independence be celebrated?

2 0 7 6

Celebrations

4 0
According to the song, where are the following?
  -a land that I heard of once in a lullaby
  -skies are blue and the dreams that you
   dare to dream really do come true
  -where troubles melt like lemon drops
   away above the chimney tops

(somewhere) over the rainbow

Mystical Places of Song
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1
Bearing a large bony frill and three horns on its
massive four-legged body, somewhat resembling
the modern rhinoceros, what is the name for one
of the most recognizable of all dinosaurs?

Triceratops

Dinosaurs

2
What is the general term for material such as silt,
clay, gravel, and sand that is deposited in deltas?

sediment (alluvium)

Deposits

3
What is the term for any collection of three or
more harmonious tones played simultaneously?

chord

Music

4
These are chapter headings in what book?
  Toomai of the Elephants
  Hunting Song of the Seeonee Pack
  Kaa's Hunting
  The White Seal
  Mowgli's Brothers

The Jungle Book

Book Chapters

5
A compound leaf comprising three leaflets
characterizes what noxious plant?

poison ivy (or poison oak)

Plants to Avoid

6
What are the last three words in the poem that
concludes with these lines?
  That kissed the maiden all forlorn
  That milked the cow with the crumpled horn
  That tossed the dog that worried the cat
  That chased the rat that ate the cheese
  That lay in the house ...

that Jack built

Poems

7
What proverb relating to a series of
interconnected metal rings could mean that the
vigor of a group depends on the individual vigor of
each of its members?

A chain is only as strong as its weakest

Proverbs

8
What is the largest factor of the prime number
6 1 ?

6 1

Factoring

9
What mouse is the protagonist in a story by Kate
DiCamillo that also features Princess Pea,
Chiaroscuro, Gregory the Jailer, and Furlough
Ti l l ing?

Despereaux (Despereaux Tilling)

Literary Rodents

1 0
Name the two largest bodies of water adjacent to
Puerto Rico.

Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea

Commonwealths
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1 1
What natural, periodic, physiological state of rest
is associated with these songs?
  All Through the Night
  Toora Loora Loora
  Kumbaya
  Baa Baa Black Sheep
  Twinkle Twinkle Little Star

sleep

Music Psychology

1 2
What can be said about the duration of the day that
occurs at the summer solstice?

It is the longest day of the year.

Special Days

1 3
In "The Phantom Tollbooth," the watchdog named
Tock has the body of what device?

clock

Fantasies

1 4
What is the term for a layer of snow on the
surface of a snowpack that is firmer than the snow
beneath it?

crust

Snow

1 5
1/5 percent of 40 equals what?

.08

Percent

1 6
What kind of matter has a low density, is easily
compressed, and expands spontaneously when
placed in a larger container?

gas

Matter

1 7
This stanza comes from what poem by Ogden Nash?
  Belinda embraced him, Mustard licked him,
  No one mourned for his pirate victim.
  Ink and Blink in glee did gyrate
  Around the dragon that ate the pyrate.

Custard the Dragon

Fantasy Reptilians

1 8
What word can mean either "twice a month" or
"every other month"?

bimonthly

Ambiguous Words

1 9
Ants use what structures to detect air currents,
chemicals, and vibrations?

antennae (feelers)

Insects

2 0
How many quarters equal eighty-five dimes?

3 4

Money Problems
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2 1
What is the sum of the reciprocals of 2 and 3?

5 / 6

Reciprocals

2 2
The Great Lakes, along with what river, are
historically and economically Canada's most
important inland waters?

St. Lawrence River

Big Waters

2 3
What country is nearest Greenland to its east?

Iceland

Atlantic Nations

2 4
According to "The Liberty Song" published in
1768, by dividing Americans would fall, but by
uniting they would do what?

stand

Colonial Unity

2 5
What is the meaning of the first word in the
abbreviation "p.m."?

after

Abbreviations

2 6
What is another name for a contrail?

vapor (exhaust) trail

Trai ls

2 7
In what kind of proceeding are opposing candidates
in an election given a few minutes each to respond
to various questions about their positions on
issues?

debates

Elections

2 8
What happens to the pupils in your eyes when you
go from bright sunlight to low light conditions?

They dilate. (expand, become larger)

Eye Physiology

2 9
Complete this verse with an objective pronoun.
  Upon the housefly planet
  the fate of the human is grim:
  for what he does here to the housefly,
  the fly does there unto ...

h im

Fly Verse

3 0
Name Robin Hood's band of outlaws.

Merry Men

Outlaw Groups
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3 1
The ancient Greek Hippocrates said this of what
organ?
  Men ought to know that from nothing else
  but this organ come joys, delights, laughter,
  sorrows, griefs, despondency, and
  lamentations.

brain

Human Anatomy

3 2
The texture of what anatomical attribute is
variously described as fine, medium, coarse,
wiry, thin, thick, straight, kinky, curly, or
wavy?

ha i r

Mammalian Attributes

3 3
On Friday, the fifth of February, the Philadelphia
Founding Fathers Fellowship elected Fred
Farnsworth as the fraternity's foreperson by a
minimal majority.  If all 133 members were
present, how many votes did Fred get?

6 7

Voting

3 4
A space inserted between what two letters in
"nowhere" significantly changes its meaning?

w and h (i.e. now here)

Altered Words

3 5
The peat fires regularly occurring in many parts
of the world contribute an enormous quantity of
what greenhouse gas to the atmosphere?

carbon dioxide

Ecological Impacts

3 6
Who won a Pulitzer Prize for his 1953
autobiography, "The Spirit of St. Louis"?

Charles Lindbergh

Prize Winners

3 7
What heavenly body is cited first in the song,
"Taps"?

Sun

Songs

3 8
What two consecutive odd integers have a sum of
- 2 8 ?

-15, -13

Consecutive Integers

3 9
According to the folksong, whose father was a
"miner forty-niner"?

Clementine

Folksong Relationships

4 0
They offered no heat on cold nights, no ventilation
on warm ones, and no privacy.  But they were big
enough to hold the essential tools and household
items to start a life in the West.  Name these
four-wheeled, horse or oxen-drawn vehicles that
crossed the Great Plains.

prairie schooners (covered or Conestoga

Old West Transportation
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* alt
The anniversary of what monument is featured on
the commemorative coins issued in 1991 that
include the sculpted faces of four U.S. presidents?

Mt. Rushmore

Commemorative Coins

* alt
The largest living cells are the egg cells of what
class of animals?

Aves (birds)

Cells

* alt
This is an example of what form of wordplay?
  -A big bug bit a bold bald bear and
   the bold bald bear bled blood badly.

tongue twister (or alliteration)

Wordplay

* alt
Name the pig in "Charlotte's Web."

Wi lbu r

Porcine Characters

* alt
What name completes this verse of a ballad?
  "This infant was call'd John Little," quoth he.
  "Which name shall be chang'd anon,
    The words we'll transpose,
    So wherever he goes,
  His name shall be called ..."

Little John

Ballads

* alt
In what Hans Christian Andersen story does a
young girl see a vision of her deceased
grandmother in the glow of light cast by matches
she strikes?

The Little Match Girl

Danish Stories

* alt
What common burrowing rodents with distinctive
pouches on both sides of their faces can devastate
lawns with their tunnels and destroy gardens in
short order?

gophers (ground squirrels)

Agricultural Nuisances

* alt
For many years, boats on canals were pulled by
horses, mules, or oxen.  Soon after a successful
invention by Robert Fulton, canal boats came to be
powered by what?

steam

Canal Transportation

* alt
The Celsius scale divides the difference between
the boiling point and freezing point of water into
how many equal degrees?

1 0 0

Temperature Measurement

* alt
Through what process involving a change of state
does most of the water escape from these bodies?
  Lake Eyre
  Salton Sea
  Aral Sea
  Mono Lake
  Dead Sea
  Great Salt Lake

evaporation

Lakes
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1
Name the metal mouthpiece on a horse's bridle
connected to the reins.

b i t

Horsemanship

2
What is the term for someone who is related to you
as the result of being the child of your uncle or
aunt?

cousin

Relationships

3
What kind of rodent was described in this way in
an account from an expedition to Santa Fe?
  They are clannish, social, and very convivial,
  never living alone, but always in villages or
  large settlements.  They are a wild, frolicsome,
  madcap set of fellows when undisturbed,
  uneasy and ever on the move, and take delight
  in chattering away the time, visiting from hole
  to hole.

prairie dogs

Rodents

4
What three continents make up Afroeurasia?

Africa, Europe, Asia

World Regions

5
In the Harry Potter stories, what kind of
creatures are Fang and Fluffy?

dogs

Fantasy Animals

6
The arterial palpation of a heartbeat is called a
what?

pulse

Circulatory System

7
What intercardinal point is between ESE and SSE?

SE (southeast)

Directions

8
Which Great Lake does not border Canada?

Lake Michigan

Great Lakes

9
Name the sheet of material from which a design
has been cut, such that when it is placed on
another surface and paint is applied, the design
ends up on the other surface.

stencil

Art Fundamentals

1 0
What figure of speech is used in this verse?
  A tree toad loved a she-toad
  Who lived up in a tree.
  He was a two-toed tree toad
  But a three-toed toad was she.
  The two-toed tree toad tried to win
  The three-toed she-toad's heart,
  For the two-toed tree toad loved the ground
  That the three-toed tree toad trod.

alliteration

Figurative Language
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1 1
While the Sumerian civilization was nearing its
height, a new civilization was emerging along what
North African river?

Nile

Ancient Civilizations

1 2
When the tension on the vibrating string of a
musical instrument is increased, what happens to
the frequency?

It becomes higher.

Stringed Instruments

1 3
What modern term is derived from a word coined
by Democritus around 450 B.C. which meant
"uncuttable" or "the smallest indivisible particle
of matter"?

atom

Particle Physics

1 4
What two methods of propulsion were used in
Viking longships?

oars (rowing) and sails (wind)

Norsemen

1 5
What is a young goat called?

kid

Ruminants

1 6
The air speed can reach 250 miles per hour and
send thousands of bacteria-filled droplets into the
air.  Name this convulsive expulsion of air from
the nose and mouth.

sneeze

Speedy Droplets

1 7
What form of wordplay is illustrated in these
lines?
  -Which witch wished which wicked wish?
  -Sam's shop stocks short spotted socks.
  -Friendly Frank flips fine flapjacks.

tongue twister

Wordplay

1 8
When wind passes over small regions of sand, it
creates ripples.  But when winds blow over
extensive regions of sand, what landforms are
created?

dunes

Patterns in Nature

1 9
One beaker is half full of alcohol and another twice
its size is one fourth full of alcohol.  Both beakers
are filled with water and their contents are poured
into a third container.  What fraction of the
mixture is alcohol?

1 / 3

Mixture Problems

2 0
Who wrote this ditty?
  The Slithergadee has crawled out of the sea.
  He may catch all the others, but he won't
    catch me.
  No, you won't catch me, old Slithergadee,
  You may catch all the others, but you wo--

Shel Silverstein

Poets
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2 1
On what continent are the Thar, Rub' al-Khali, and
Gobi deserts?

Asia

Deserts

2 2
Who was the smallest of the knights of the Round
Table?

Tom Thumb

Arthurian Legends

2 3
That it is one thing to suggest a plan but quite
another to actually carry it out is the moral to
which of Aesop's fables about a feline and a hollow,
metal, cup-shaped instrument that emits a tone
when struck?

Belling the Cat

Aesop

2 4
During what century did the Dutch lay claim to
New Netherland, John Smith found Jamestown, and
the Pilgrims sign the Mayflower Compact?

17th century

Historical Centuries

2 5
These are songs from what film musical?
  The Vegetarian
  If I Were a Man
  I've Never Seen Anything Like It
  When I Look in Your Eyes
  Fabulous Places
  My Friend the Doctor

Dr. Dolittle

Musicals

2 6
What two words are spoonerized in this line?
  Never stroke a darling snog.

snarling dog

Spoonerisms

2 7
In what story from "The Arabian Nights," do 37
brigands die when boiling oil is poured into the
jars in which they are hiding?

Ali Baba (and the Forty Thieves)

Ancient Tales

2 8
What state includes cities with these nicknames?
  Razor Clam Capital
  Eagle Capital of America
  Halibut Capital of the World
  Dog Mushing Center of the World

Alaska

Nicknames

2 9
What figure of speech is used in this line by
Cicero?
  A room without books is like
  a body without a soul.

simile

Figurative Language

3 0
What is the last name of the character indicated in
this blurb?
  A blast of wind, a house-rattling bang, and
  Mary arrives at Number Seventeen Cherry Tree
  Lane, where, quicker than she can close her
  umbrella, she takes charge of the Banks
  children.

Poppins

Fictional Females
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3 1
These are all varieties of what kind of coniferous
tree?
  jack
  Scotch
  Eastern white
  bristlecone
  ponderosa
  pinyon

pine

Trees

3 2
In what book is Sadako Sasaki, a young girl with
radiation-caused leukemia, told that she can
regain her health by repeatedly folding paper into
the shape of large wading birds?

Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes

Historical Fiction

3 3
In what story by Rudyard Kipling is this line
found?
  It is the hardest thing in the world to frighten
  a mongoose, because he is eaten up from nose
  to tail with curiosity.

Rikk i -T ikk i -Tav i

British Literature

3 4
Since the dedication of the Statue of Liberty
occurred ten years after the centennial of the
American Declaration of Independence, this
ceremony occurred in what year?

1 8 8 6

Statues

3 5
What reproductive bodies are released during
sporulation?

spores

Reproduction

3 6
What two national parks in California are named
after coniferous trees?

Sequoia, Redwood

California Wonderlands

3 7
What two primary colors are on the American
flag?

red, blue

Colors

3 8
What 4,160-mile structure was started in the
7th century B.C. to protect an Asian region from
invading Huns and Mongols?

Great Wall of China

Wonders

3 9
These books are set in what country?
  Kiwi Wars
  Call of the Kiwi
  Kiwi Moon

New Zealand

Settings

4 0
The Grand Howl of the Cub Scouts is, "Akela, we'll
do our best!"  This is an allusion to what kind of
creature in Rudyard Kipling's "Jungle Book"?

wolf

Allusions
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1
Mr. and Mrs. Beaver who are important heroic
characters in what classic fantasy novel by C.S.
Lewis?

The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe

Characters of Fantasy

2
You have 65 bags, each containing 15 marbles.  If
you give each of 13 people an equal number of
bags, how many marbles does each person get?

7 5

Divvying Up the Marbles

3
What Hans Christian Andersen story is about an
aquatic humanoid with the upper body of a female
human and the tail of a fish?

The Little Mermaid

Fairy Tales

4
The two kinds of animals most often used to pack
gear in the Arctic are dogs and what kind of deer?

reindeer

Pack Animals

5
What is the only letter in the alphabet that does
not appear in the name of any U.S. state?

Q

State Names

6
What U.S. federal holiday honors those who died
while serving in the American armed forces?

Memorial Day

Holidays

7
What is this haiku all about?
  Mountain awakes
  Fiery underworld reaches heaven
  Nature's fireworks

volcanoes

Geological Haikus

8
These songs are about what period in American
history?
  The Ballad of Major Andre
  The Dying Redcoat
  Bunker Hill

American Revolution (Revolutionary

Historical Songs

9
Characters in what book include The Everpresent
Wordsnatcher, The Soundkeeper, Officer Schrift,
The Whether Man, The Lethargarians, the Duke of
Definition, the Count of Connotation, and King Azaz
the Unabridged?

The Phantom Tollbooth

Fantasy Characters

1 0
What are reflected sound waves called?

echoes

Waves
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1 1
What character's name is missing in this anagram
for "The authoress Beatrix Potter"?
  Oh, text is about ----, her star.

Peter

Literary Anagrams

1 2
The International Space Station orbits Earth about
every 90 minutes, which means that in a day, the
ISS completes how many orbits?

1 6

Orbits

1 3
In "Tom's Midnight Garden," Tom Long discovers
that he can enter a magical garden when the clock
strikes what?

thirteen

Garden Time

1 4
Complete this phrase that is used in a voice vote to
determine how many of a group do not support a
motion on the floor.
  All ...

opposed

Voting

1 5
An enormous lake divides what U.S. state into two
separate pieces?

Michigan

State Geography

1 6
What assembly of delegates from the thirteen
colonies governed during the Revolutionary War
under the Articles of Confederation?

Continental Congress

Ruling Bodies

1 7
Two of the winter months in Australia begin with
what same letter?

J

Southern Seasons

1 8
What is the name for the pressure on the surface
of the Earth from the weight of the air above it?

atmospheric pressure

Pressure

1 9
What is the conclusion of this syllogism?
  All X are Y.
  Z is X.
  Therefore ...

Z is Y

Universal Syllogisms

2 0
What is the last prepositional phrase in "The
Pledge of Allegiance"?

for all

Pledge Parts
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2 1
What was the collective name for these symbols in
the Old West?
  Bar J
  Circle T
  V Hanging S
  Reverse R
  Lazy W

brands

Old West Practices

2 2
What lady is indicated in this verse?
  The days when immigrants traveled to the U.S.
  Traveling Liverpool to New York they did go
  On the great liners across the Atlantic Ocean
  There to be greeted by the Lady with the light
  With thoughts of whatever the future's to be.

Statue of Liberty

Historical Women

2 3
As illustrated below, polysyndeton, the opposite of
asyndeton, is the repetitive use of what part of
speech in a sentence?
  We fished and swam and sang and napped.

conjunction

Writing Techniques

2 4
Henry IV said that France is a man and what city is
the heart?

Paris

Geographic Metaphors

2 5
What character in "The Jungle Book" is this
about?
  He made loops and figures of eight with his
  body, and oozy triangles that melted into
  squares and five-sided figures, and coiled
  mounds.  It grew darker and darker, till at last
  the dragging, shifting coils disappeared, but
  they could hear the rustle of the scales.

Kaa (the python)

Kipling

2 6
This verse is about what devastated U.S. city?
  You, the "Big Easy" as you were so fondly
  named, known for your Mardi Gras, Superdome,
  jazz music, and friendly people.  You were so
  peaceful and picturesque, gaudy and bright.

New Orleans

Disaster Poetry

2 7
What fruit and professional appear in the original
proverb that is parodied as follows?
  An onion a day keeps everybody away.

apple, doctor

Parodied Proverbs

2 8
What national park in Arizona is named after a
giant cactus?

Saguaro National Park

Park Namesakes

2 9
This is from a song about working on what?
  Can't you hear the whistle blowing
  Rise up so early in the morn
  Can't you hear the captain shouting
  Dinah, blow your horn

railroad

Work Songs

3 0
An image of what U.S. president is on the U.S.
dime?

Franklin Roosevelt

Coins
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3 1
What ten-legged marine crustacean walks
sideways?

crab

Decapods

3 2
With respect to snow or mud, what property of a
tire is improved with wider treads?

traction (friction)

Tire Design

3 3
This is about what country?
  In 1949, the world's most populous nation
  became a communist country.

China

Political Change

3 4
Fringing reefs, barrier reefs, and atolls consist
mainly of what marine invertebrates?

corals

Marine Life

3 5
What do proverbs tell us about making an omelet
without breaking eggs, making a silk purse out of
a sow's ear, judging a book by its cover, and
teaching an old dog new tricks?

You can't.

Proverbs

3 6
If the price of a fabulous marble Great Auk statue
was reduced by 20% during a sale to $60,000,
what was its price before the sale?

$75 ,000

Percentage Problems

3 7
In what organs does hemoglobin become
oxygenated?

lungs

Blood

3 8
This biographical excerpt refers to whom?
  One day, when he was working on a practical
  lamp for his newly-discovered electric light,
  he found it necessary to get the cubical
  content of an irregular glass bulb.

Thomas Edison

Biographies

3 9
In the Southern Hemisphere, autumn occurs
during what complete two months?

April, May

Seasons

4 0
The states of Baja California and Baja California
Sur occupy what kind of landform?

peninsula

Landforms
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* alt
What kind of light is routinely used to kill skin
cancer cells, fuse sections of the retina, correct
nearsightedness, and remove birthmarks and
moles?

laser

Light Medicine

* alt
The salinity of the Dead Sea is 33.7%, which is
8.6 times more salty than ocean water.  To the
nearest whole number, what is the salinity of the
oceans?

4 %

Sea Salinity

* alt
Zeke is purchasing a tractor.  He made a down
payment of $4,000 and has so far made five
monthly payments of $265.  How much has he paid
so far?

$ 5 3 2 5

Purchase Computations

* alt
What happens to atmospheric pressure as you
increase altitude?

It decreases.

Air Pressure

* alt
Antarctica is bigger than Europe and almost double
the size of that other continent?

Australia

Continents

* alt
What did all of these fictional women practice?
  Bathsheda Babbling, Madame Puddifoot,
  Alice Longbottom, Daphne Greengrass,
  Bathilda Bagshot,  Walburga Black, Helga
  Hufflepuff, Amelia Bones, Lavender Brown

witchcraft (sorcery)

Fantasy Professions

* alt
These are all anagrams for what hero in British
l i terature?
  trophy rater
  try hero part
  try other rap

Harry Potter

Anagrams

* alt
Hedda Hopper hopped ten yards east, turns right
and hops another ten yards.  She again turns right
and hops ten yards.  She then makes a 45-degree
turn to the left and hops straight.  In which
direction is Hedda hopping now?

southwest

Directions

* alt
What unit of quantity is used to measure
firewood?

cord

Fuel Measurement

* alt
You are planning an Independence Day party for
18 guests.  Each invitation costs 50 cents and each
stamp costs 45 cents.  How much of $20 remains
after these invitations have been sent?

$2.90

Party Math
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1
What story by Hans Christian Andersen is about
the Chinese emperor and the beautiful melody of a
songbird?

The Nightingale

Fairy Tales

2
This is about what Greek mythical character?
  Because the river water did not touch his heel,
  it was the only part of his body that could
  suffer harm.

Achilles

Greek Myths

3
What phenomenon similar to a rainbow is
produced by light reflected from Earth's natural
satellite?

moonbow (lunar rainbow, lunar bow)

Meteorological Phenomena

4
The Eastern Continental Divide of the United States
runs along what mountain range?

Appalachians

Geographical Divides

5
This is about what critter?
  It is one of the few wild animals whose
  vocalizations are commonly heard.  At night
  it produces a high, quavering howl and a
  series of short, high-pitched yips.

coyotes

American Wildlife

6
What is the term for any musical piece written
for an individual performer?

solo

Music

7
How many stitches in time can save 81 stitches
later on?

9

Proverbial Math

8
What is the last line in this verse?
  It rained all night the day I left
  The weather it was dry
  The sun so hot, I froze to death ...

Susanna, don't you cry

Folksongs

9
This is a quotation by Michelangelo about what
kind of artist?
  The best artist has that thought alone which
  is contained within the marble shell.  His hand
  can only break the spell to free the figures
  slumbering in the stone.

sculptor

Art Forms

1 0
To what mountain range was James Bidwell
referring when he said this during a pioneering
overland trip west of the Rockies in 1841?
  If California lies beyond these mountains,
  we shall never be able to reach it.

Sierras (Sierra Nevada)

Frontier Emigrants
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1 1
What is the collective name for a small group of
birds such as quail?

covey

Birds

1 2
If you alphabetically arrange the countries of
South America, which is last?

Venezuela

Latin America

1 3
Jeanette thinks that if leaf color change is related
to daylight length, then exposing plants to fewer
hours of daylight will result in changes in leaf
color.  What do scientists call this kind of
supposition?

hypothesis

Science

1 4
What was the means of propulsion for the Cutty
Sark, the Golden Hind, and the U.S.S. Constitution?

wind (sails)

Ships

1 5
What form of capital punishment involving a long,
thick piece of lumber is associated with pirates?

walking the plank

Punishments

1 6
Name the central character in the song from which
this verse was taken.
  A dragon lives forever but not so little boys
  Painted wings and giant rings make way for
    other toys.

Puff

Folksongs

1 7
What is the first adjective in the song, "Waltzing
Matilda"?

j o l l y

Grammar in Song

1 8
UV exposure increases about 4% for every 1000
foot gain in elevation.  So, in comparison to
someone at Pismo Beach in California, someone at
the top of the 14,494 foot peak of Mt. Whitney is
exposed to what greater percentage of UV rays?

58 (accept 55-60)

Sunburn

1 9
The lyrics from what song in "Mary Poppins"
includes the words "atrocious" and "precocious"?

Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious

Lyrics from Cinematic Musicals

2 0
"Hans Brinker and the Silver Skates" is set in
what European country?

Netherlands (Holland)

Story Settings
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2 1
Rephrase the declarative, "They will," in the
interrogative.

Will they?

Sentence Restating

2 2
"Toast gown" is a spoonerism for what kind of
abandoned community?

ghost town

Spoonerisms

2 3
As the Lewis and Clark expedition headed west,
they crossed the Rockies to the Clearwater River,
to the Snake River, and finally to what other
r i v e r ?

Columbia

Expeditions

2 4
Name the tiny openings in the skin through which
perspiration is released.

pores

Skin

2 5
What is the last name of the woman cited in this
poem?
  A nation thrills, a nation bleeds,
  A nation follows where it leads,
  And every man is proud to yield
  His life upon a crimson field
  For Betsy's Battle Flag.

Ross

Historical Poetry

2 6
This is from a version of what story?
  If you should ever feel tempted to try a piece
  of magic on your own, remember that stopping
  a spell is just as important as starting one,
  and sometimes more important, as the
  unfortunate apprentice found out.

The Sorcerer's Apprentice

Stories

2 7
Tendons connect what to bones?

muscles

Body Tissues

2 8
What words are spoonerized in this line?
  I hanged my bed.

banged, head

Spoonerisms

2 9
This is from what fairy tale?
  "Is it not magnificent?" said the two old
  statesmen.  "Your Majesty must admire the
  colors and the pattern."  Then they pointed
  to the empty looms, for they imagined the
  others could see the cloth.

The Emperor's New Clothes

Fairy Tales

3 0
The American flag when flown at half-mast or
half-staff indicates what?

mourning (a death, distress)

Customs
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3 1
Name the central shaft for a rotating gear.

axle

Rotation

3 2
This verse by Longfellow is about what art form?
  Turn, turn, my wheel! Turn round and round
  Without a pause, without a sound:
  So spins the flying world away!
  This clay, well mixed with marl and sand,
  Follows the motion of my hand;
  For some must follow, and some command,
  Though all are made of clay!

pottery (ceramics)

The Arts

3 3
Boll weevils feed mainly on parts of what kind of
plants?

cotton

Beetles

3 4
Someone who exaggerates the importance of a
relatively insignificant problem is making a
mountain out of what kind of hill?

molehil l

Idioms

3 5
What line segment passes through the center of a
circle and has its endpoints on the circle?

diameter

Circles

3 6
In this note from George Patton, what is the first
word that is accented on the second syllable?
  It seems highly probable that I will get one of
  the next two armored divisions to be created
  in January or February.

divisions

Accents

3 7
What is 40% of 4?

1 .6

Percent

3 8
What melodramatic stock character often cackles
and leers while twirling his moustache, rolling
his eyes, and rubbing his hands together?

v i l la in

Dramatic Conventions

3 9
What is the next letter in this fundamental
series?
  O T T F F S S E ...

N (for nine)

A Thinking Problem

4 0
What mountain range is between North Carolina
and Tennessee?

Great Smoky Mountains (Appalachians)

Mountains
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1
Sultanas and raisins are dried versions of what
f r u i t ?

grapes

Foods

2
What kind of animal is central to Aesop's fable
about "sour grapes"?

fox

Fables

3
In his trip around Africa to India, Vasco da Gama
sailed from what country?

Portugal

Explorers

4
What is the next letter of the alphabet after "B"
that does not begin the name of a U.S. state?

E

State Names

5
What word completes this epitaph?
  Stranger tread
  This ground with gravity.
  Dentist Brown
  Is filling his last ...

cavity

Clever Epitaphs

6
What is the only butterfly known to make lengthy
two-way migrations as birds do?

monarch

Migrations

7
What kind of reptiles are the massasauga,
copperhead, cottonmouth, and sidewinder?

snakes (vipers)

Creatures to Avoid

8
These are pompous renditions of the first four
lines of what song?
  Square root of nine sightless small rodents,
  Square root of nine sightless small rodents,
    Regard in what manner they skedaddle,
    Regard in what manner they skedaddle.

Three Blind Mice

Song Synonyms

9
These are the endings to what kind of jokes?
  -Dwayne who?  Dwayne the bathtub, I'm
    drowning.
  -Alex who?  Alex the questions around here.
  -Arizona who?  Arizona room for one of us
    in this town.
  -Gorilla who?  Gorilla me a hamburger.

knock knock jokes

Jokes

1 0
What must be removed from peat before it can be
used as a fuel?

water (moisture)

Fuels
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1 1
What are the skilled gymnasts in circuses called?

acrobats

Performing Arts

1 2
What invention of the 1870s enabled cattlemen to
enclose huge tracts of land?

barbed wire

Inventions

1 3
Name the system under which people are forced to
work for no pay and are treated as property to be
bought and sold.

slavery

Contemptible Commerce

1 4
What set of rules was replaced in 1789 by the
Constitution of the United States?

Articles of Confederation

Documents

1 5
What is the conclusion of this syllogism?
  Either I will choose ham or I will choose salami.
  I will not choose ham.
  Therefore, ...

I will choose salami.

Disjunctive Syllogisms

1 6
Of the eight planets, which one has an average
temperature of 37 degrees K, the lowest in our
solar system?

Neptune

Planetary Temperatures

1 7
What words complete the poem ending with these
lines?
  Here comes a candle to light you to bed,
  And here comes a chopper to ...

chop off your head

English Children's Verse

1 8
What cartilaginous oceanic fish have barbs on
their long narrow tails by which they can inject
venom in self-defense?

stingrays

Fish

1 9
How is the word "one" used in this example?
  There are many times when one should keep
  one's thoughts to oneself.

pronoun

Word Usage

2 0
What is the title of the railroad employee who is
in charge of the locomotive?

engineer

Railroad Personnel
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2 1
These nonfictional works are about what ancient
empire?
  Pompeii: Nightmare at Midday
  The Twelve Caesars
  The Colosseum
  The Gladiators

Rome

Historical Nonfiction

2 2
This evaluation of an employee is humorous
because it brings to mind what expression?
  When she opens her mouth, it seems
  that it is only to change feet.

She put her foot in her mouth.  (or

Expressions

2 3
These are first lines of different verses from what
song?
  She'll be driving six white horses when she
    comes
  Oh, we'll all go out to meet her when she comes
  She'll be wearing red pajamas when she comes
  She will have to sleep with Grandma when she
     comes

She'll Be Coming Around the Mountain

Folksongs

2 4
What is the name for the woolen coat of sheep?

fleece

Soft Woolly Stuff

2 5
Based on the Spanish word for table, what
landform is an elevated area with a flat top and
steep sides?

mesa

Landforms

2 6
These are types of what common phenomena?
   nimbus, stratus, cumulus, cirrus

clouds

Everyday Phenomena

2 7
What is the smallest 5-digit palindromic number
that ends in 8?

8 0 0 0 8

Number Palindromes

2 8
If one-tenth of the U.S. senators were absent
during a roll call vote, how many were present?

9 0

The Senate

2 9
The American Revolution officially ended in
September of 1783 when Great Britain formally
recognized the independence of the United States.
To the nearest whole year, how long had it been
since the signing of the Declaration of
Independence?

7 years

American Revolution

3 0
This describes what fruit grown in Hawaii?
  The plants have short, thick stems and about
  50 narrow, sharp pointed leaves.  It takes 18
  to 24 months from planting until the fruit
  ripens.  At the cannery, machines cut off the
  ends and remove the cores before the fruit is
  crushed or cut into slices or chunks.

pineapples

Frui ts
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3 1
Name the largest and most populous country of the
Caribbean.

Cuba

Island Nations

3 2
In Africa, what kind of birds are saddled, bridled,
and run in races?

ostriches

Unusual Races

3 3
These three works comprise what trilogy?
  The Amulet of Samarkand
  The Golem's Eye
  Ptolemy's Gate

The Bartimaeus Trilogy

Trilogies

3 4
What property of a substance is essentially the
ease with which an electrical current flows
through it?

conductivity

Physical Properties

3 5
Someone with a knack of making plants grow well
has what kind of thumb?

green thumb

Horticulture

3 6
What is the least common multiple of 4 and 10?

2 0

Multiples

3 7
What part of the Constitution has a name
synonymous with these words?
  preface, preliminaries, prelude, prologue

preamble

The Constitution

3 8
What marine creatures are described as
gelatinous, umbrella-shaped bells with trailing
tentacles?

je l ly f ish

Marine Life

3 9
What are the only two consecutive prime
numbers?

2, 3

Primes

4 0
In the English folksong, "Lavender Blue," what
words are repeated in every line?

dilly dilly

Children's Song Lyrics
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* alt
Through what three mainland Scandinavian
countries does the Arctic Circle pass?

Norway, Sweden, Finland

Latitudes

* alt
Since Badwater Basin is the lowest point in North
America, it must be in what national park?

Death Valley National Park

Lows

* alt
These lyrics are from the anthem of what failed
Western Hemisphere country?
  God save the South, God save the South,
  Her altars and firesides, God save the South!
  Now that the war is nigh, now that we arm to
     die,
  Chanting our battle cry, "Freedom or death!"
  Chanting our battle cry, "Freedom or death!"

Confederate States of America

Anthems

* alt
Name the story by Chris Van Allsburg about an
incredible board game involving lions, snakes,
tsetse flies, floods, and killer plants.

Jumanji

Wild Stories

* alt
What is the only number word with its quantity of
letters matching the number it denotes?

four

Wordplay

* alt
What is the third trisyllabic word in the Pledge of
Allegiance?

republic

Syllables

* alt
This is a verse from what poem?
  "O, Oysters," said the Carpenter,
    "You've had a pleasant run!
  Shall we be trotting home again?"
    But answer came there none -
  And this was scarcely odd, because
    They'd eaten every one.

The Walrus and the Carpenter

Poems

* alt
What river separates Arkansas and Tennessee?

Mississippi River

River Boundaries

* alt
Igor wants to purchase three photos of Frau
Blucher that cost 15 rubles, 9 rubles, and 12
rubles.  If he only has a fourth of the money
needed, how much more does he need to earn to buy
them all?

27 rubles

Photo Outlays

* alt
One summer, some friends from Michigan went
mining in Alaska and extracted 14 pounds of gold.
If the value of gold was $1350 per ounce, how
much did these Michigan miners gross that
summer?

$302 ,400

Gold
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1
What is the primary food of butterflies?

nectar

Butterflies

2
In the novel, "Incident at Hawk's Hill," young Ben
MacDonald is lost on the plains and takes shelter
in a large hole which is also occupied by what kind
of mammal?

badger

Novels

3
Name the outermost layers of stems and roots of
vines, shrubs, and trees.

bark

Plant Anatomy

4
What is the collective name for the silky strands
at the top of a corn plant?

tassel

A Corny Question

5
What state that borders Minnesota extends
farthest to the north?

North Dakota

State Neighbors

6
What is the least common multiple of 8 and 10?

4 0

Multiples

7
Bathymetric charts show what?

depths of oceans (bodies of water)

Charts

8
Many foods such as cucumbers, tomatoes, squash,
pumpkins, corn, and beans are treated as
vegetables but what are they actually?

f ru i t s

Botany

9
According to the old saying, a miss is as good as
how many yards?

1 7 6 0

Measurement Maxims

1 0
What is the more formal term for the insect
appendages called feelers?

antennae

Insect Anatomy
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1 1
This is about what kind of storm?
  Most of them have wind speeds less than 110
  mph, are about 250 feet across, and travel a
  few miles before dissipating.  The most
  extreme ones may have wind speeds of over
  300 mph, be more than two miles across, and
  remain on the ground for tens of miles.

tornadoes

Storms

1 2
What story by J.K. Rowling begins with this?
  Mr. and Mrs. Dursley, of number four, Privet
  Drive, were proud to say that they were
  perfectly normal, thank you very much.  They
  were the last people you'd expect to be
  involved in anything strange or mysterious,
  because they just didn't hold with such
  nonsense.

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone

Fantasies

1 3
Originally used to grind grain or pump water and
more recently for the generation of electricity,
what device uses rotating blades or sails to
convert the energy from moving air to mechanical
work?

windmil l

Energy Resources

1 4
Latin America's highest standard-gauge passenger
railway runs between Lima and Huancayo across
what mountain range?

Andes (Peruvian Andes)

Railways

1 5
In "The Wind in the Willows," which boastful
character has lots of money, a hall, and not much
brain?

Mr. Toad

Kenneth Grahame

1 6
This is a parody of what slogan that was popular in
the thirteen colonies during the 1750s and
1760s?
  Taxation with representation
  isn't so hot either.

No taxation without representation

Slogans

1 7
Whether it is birds traveling south for the
winter, wildebeest moving about to different
grazing areas during the year, or young salmon
leaving the river water of their birth and heading
to the oceans, what is the general term for all
these kinds of movements?

migrations

Animal Behaviors

1 8
What sense is subject to auditory hallucinations?

hearing

Sensation

1 9
What kind of snake is the sidewinder?

rattlesnake (pit viper)

Reptiles

2 0
These were three theories about the origin of what
heavenly body?
  -It was a separate body captured by
    Earth's gravity.
  -It formed at the same time as Earth.
  -The Earth was once spinning so fast that it
    threw off a piece that became this body.

the Moon

Astronomical Theories
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2 1
In contrast to clouds which are generally at a
higher altitude, condensed water vapor lying close
to the ground that limits visibility is called what?

fog

Water in the Air

2 2
Crescendo means that music should gradually
become what?

louder

Musical Instructions

2 3
What element comprises 85% to 98% of
charcoal?

carbon

Charcoal

2 4
The first truly accurate clocks built in the 17th
century incorporated what device consisting of a
suspended body free to swing back and forth?

pendulum

Keeping Time

2 5
What word completes this verse?
  Far and few, far and few,
  Are the lands where the Jumblies live;
  Their heads are green and their hands are blue,
  And they went to sea in a ...

sieve

Sailing Poetry

2 6
What word should have been used in this line?
  Flying saucers are just an optical conclusion.

i l lusion

Malapropisms

2 7
What is another word that consists of the same
phonemes as "tar"?

a r t

Phonemes

2 8
Name the multicolored bands of lights that appear
in the ionosphere over the polar regions that are
visible from the middle and high latitudes.

auroras

Atmospheric Phenomena

2 9
This is about what kind of animals?
  They are extraordinarily like children, these
  little people of the Antarctic world, either like
  children, or like old men, full of their own
  importance and late for dinner, in their black
  tail-coats and white shirt-fronts, and rather
  portly withal.

penguins

Animal Descriptions

3 0
While biplanes have two wings, what category of
aircraft have just one wing?

monoplanes

Airplane Prefixes
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3 1
What is the primary language of Holland?

Dutch

Linguistics

3 2
What is the simile in these lines from "The Rime
of the Ancient Mariner"?
  And ice, mast-high, came floating by,
  As green as emerald.

as green as emerald

Figurative Language

3 3
What is the name for the clawed foot of a
quadruped?

paw

Quadruped Anatomy

3 4
How many syllables are in the fourth line of this
di t ty?
  Josephine, Josephine,
  The meanest girl I've ever seen.
  Her eyes are red, her hair is green
  ...

8 (And she takes baths in gasoline.)

Nonsense Verse

3 5
The seeds of peas, beans, lentils, and peanuts are
enclosed in a case called a what?

pod (seedpod, legume)

Seeds

3 6
The compound nouns "blackboard" and "software"
combine what two parts of speech?

adjective, noun

Compound Nouns

3 7
What is the term for a sudden, temporary increase
in wind speed, generally lasting less than 20
seconds?

gust

Wind

3 8
These lines includes puns concocted from places in
what state?
  Well, don't let people Rainier on your parade.
  I like the area but I just can't see myself
  Seattling there because I couldn't afford a
  house and would spend my life just Renton.

Washington

Geographic Puns

3 9
What name completes this verse from a fairy tale
about a dwarf and a desperate promise?
  Today do I bake, tomorrow I brew,
  The day after that the queen's child comes in,
  And oh!  I am glad that nobody knew
  That the name I am called is ...

Rumpelstiltskin

Fairy Tales

4 0
The only continents that are not home to at least
one landlocked country are Antarctica and which
other?

North America

Continents
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1
What "line" separates a land surface from an ocean
or sea?

coastline

Oceanographic Vocabulary

2
Complete this World War II catchphrase.
  Loose lips sink ...

ships

Wartime Wisdom

3
According to some sources, the name of what state
was derived from this Spanish phrase?
  zonas aridas

Arizona

State Etymology

4
This verse is about what American folk hero?
  Old Stormy was a seaman bold,
    A grand old man from the days of old.
  For fifty years he sailed the seas,
    Through winter storm and summer breeze.
  Of all the old skippers he was the best,
    But now he's died and gone to rest.

Stormalong

Chanteys

5
An attack jet and a tank cost $40 million.  If the
jet costs $30 million more than the tank, what is
the cost of the tank?

$5 million

Military Money Matters

6
After Alaska, Texas, and California, what is the
next geographically largest state?

Montana

Big States

7
The frequency of a train whistle seems to do what
if the train is traveling away from a listener?

decrease

Sound

8
Who is the central character in the story from
which this line was taken?
  It seemed hours before he got them to the
  shelter of the Hundred Acre Wood and they
  stood up straight again, to listen, a little
  nervously, to the roaring of the gale among
  the tree-tops.

Winnie the Pooh

Children's Literature

9
In 1839, the Scottish blacksmith Kirkpatrick
MacMillan made it possible for a person to travel
under his own power faster than he could run by
inventing what vehicle?

bicycle

Transportation Milestones

1 0
What story by C.S. Lewis begins with this?
  Once there were four children whose names
  were Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy.  This
  story is about something that happened to
  them when they were sent away from London
  during the war because of the air-raids.

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe

Fantasies
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1 1
What kind of creatures are these in the musical
entitled "The Lion King"?
  Nala, Mufasa, Sarabi, Scar, Sarafina

lions

Musicals

1 2
In general, deserts are defined as regions with low
what?

precipitation

Deserts

1 3
This poem is about what weather phenomenon?
  Leaves stood still, and our hearts stood still,
  But the sky was a-boil with clouds,
  A coppery wrack, and the greenish black
  Of shrouds.
  We dove for shelter and none too soon.
  The universe swayed and swirled,
  And the monstrous horn of a unicorn
  Gored the world.

tornado

Weather Poetry

1 4
In what country could you see glaciers and
alpenhorn blowers in the Heidi Area?

Switzerland

European Regions

1 5
The sum of what two consecutive even integers is
9 4 ?

46, 48

Consecutive Integers

1 6
What is the original saying alluded to in this
headline from a tabloid?
  New study finds "stitch in time" saves only 8.

A stitch in time saves 9.

Allusions

1 7
Enduring stories tell that the 10,000 Lakes of
Minnesota were formed from the footprints of
what legendary pair while they wandered about in
a blizzard?

Paul Bunyan and Babe

Minnesota History

1 8
What ancient fabulist expressed this thought in an
enduring story?
  A crust eaten in peace is better than a
  banquet partaken in anxiety.

Aesop

Ancient Literature

1 9
The name for what village in the Shire completes
this opening line of a fantasy?
  When Mr. Bilbo Baggins of Bag End announced
  that he would shortly be celebrating his
  eleventyfirst birthday with a party of
  special magnificence, there was much talk
  and excitement in ...

Hobbiton

Opening Lines

2 0
How was this verbose statement usually expressed
during the American Revolution?
  By combining into a single entity we remain
  upright and unvanquished, but by fragmentation
  we undergo conquest.

United we stand, divided we fall.

Revolutionary Mottoes
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2 1
This line is from the official song of what state?
  Roger Williams would be proud to see his colony
  so don't sell short this precious port.

Rhode Island

State History

2 2
Name the innermost, hottest part of the Earth.

core

The Earth

2 3
What is the least common multiple of 8 and 12?

2 4

Multiples

2 4
The name of what Great Lake completes this pun?
  Don't egg Huron.  I have an Erie feeling that
  she'll tell on you to mother ...

Superior

Great Lakes Puns

2 5
What is the general name for facilities in which
these kinds of processes occur?
  -steel is rolled into sheets
  -grain is turned into flour
  -cotton is turned into cloth
  -trees are turned into lumber

mi l l s

Industrial Facilities

2 6
What tale by Dodie Smith begins with this?
  Not long ago, there lived in London
  a young married couple of Dalmatian
  dogs named Pongo and Missis Pongo.

101 Dalmatians

Stories

2 7
Name the sculptural process by which a fluid melt
is poured into a mold and allowed to harden.

casting

Art Techniques

2 8
By submerging a hard-boiled egg for a few days in
what liquid common in the kitchen will the shell
dissolve leaving you with an egg that bounces?

vinegar

Kitchen Chemistry

2 9
In 1498, Vasco da Gama crossed what ocean to
reach India?

Indian Ocean

New Sea Routes

3 0
What fictional character lived in a hole that was
"not a nasty, dirty, wet hole, filled with the ends
of worms and an oozy smell, nor yet a dry, bare
sandy hole with nothing in it to sit down on or to
eat"?

hobbit (Bilbo Baggins)

Fictional Homes
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3 1
In terms of size, mass, and density, what planet is
most similar to Earth?

Venus

Planets

3 2
The main purpose of brushing and flossing your
teeth is to remove a film of mucus and bacteria
called what?

plaque

Hygiene

3 3
What kind of performer is associated with these
deeds?
  bullet catch, dismemberment, metamorphosis,
  levitation, cabinet escape, vanishing coin

magician

Performing Arts

3 4
According to the adage, when is it always darkest?

before the dawn

Adages

3 5
What state contributed statues of Stephen Austin
and Sam Houston to Statuary Hall?

Texas

Sculpted Forms

3 6
What school is central to the "Sideways" series by
Louis Sachar that includes three novels and two
math books?

Wayside School

Book Series

3 7
What word usually completes this proverb?
  Misery loves bacon.

company

Fractured Proverbs

3 8
What villainous character in "The Jungle Book"
relentlessly pursues his goal of consuming
Mowgli?

Shere Khan

Villains

3 9
Reminiscent of a structure housing bees, name the
kind of skin rash characterized by pale red, itchy
bumps.

hives

Skin Disorders

4 0
Papermaking, the compass, gunpowder, and
printing are said to be the four great inventions of
what ancient civilization?

Chinese

Inventions
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* alt
These were military engagements of what war?
  Battle of Germantown
  Battle of Monmouth
  Battle of Ticonderoga
  Battle of Brandywine

(American) Revolutionary War

Battles

* alt
If someone says that he feels feverish,
light-headed, nauseated, and short of breath, he is
giving you a list of what?

symptoms

First Aid

* alt
A cross section along the length of what geometric
solid is a circle?

cylinder

Solids

* alt
What is the total of the number of lines in two
limericks and three haikus?

1 9

Poetry

* alt
These are the last words from what fictional
captain?
  The croc!  The croc!  The croc!  Pan,
  no words of mine can express me utter
  contempt for you.

Captain Hook

British Plays

* alt
This is from what poem by Eugene Field about a
young male child?
  The little toy dog is covered with dust,
    But sturdy and staunch he stands;
  The little toy soldier is red with rust,
    And his musket moulds in his hands.

Little Boy Blue

American Verse

* alt
These lines are from what story?
  -"I want an Oompa-Loompa! screamed Veruca.
  -The snozberries taste like snozberries!
  -Eatable marshmallow pillows
  -Lickable wallpaper for nurseries
  -Rainbow drops - suck them and you can
   spit in six different colors

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory

Sweet Stories

* alt
In the Roman calendar, since Sextilis was what we
know as August, what month was Quintilis?

Ju ly

Ancient Roman Time

* alt
Who is the central character in the "The Arabian
Nights" story about a tailor's son who eventually
marries a princess and rules a kingdom after he
comes into possession of a magic ring and lamp?

Aladdin

Arabian Nights

* alt
What figure of speech is in this tale?
  One year when Paul Bunyan was working on
  Michigan's Upper Peninsula, it was so cold that
  the flames in the lanterns froze solid and
  nobody could blow them out.

hyperbole

Figurative Language
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1
What solid has six equal square sides?

cube

Solid Geometry

2
In the song, "Animal Fair," what creature fell on
the elephant's trunk just before the elephant
sneezed and went down on his knees?

monkey

Silly Songs

3
If A is greater than B and B is greater than C, then
what can be said about the relative magnitudes of A
and C?

A is greater than C

Mathematical Comparisons

4
Around 1709, what musical instrument did the
harpsichord maker Bartolommeo Cristofori invent
that used hammers to strike the strings instead of
quills to pluck them?

piano (or pianoforte)

Tuneful Inventions

5
At any given site in North America, there are
about the same number of minutes of daylight on
the 20th of March as there are on the 21st of what
other month?

September

Daylight

6
While fish move their tails left and right for
propulsion, what do whales move up and down?

flukes

Marine Biology

7
If you are traveling north on the Golden Gate
Bridge, what body of water is on your right?

San Francisco Bay

Bodies of Water

8
In "Tuck Everlasting," the antagonist is a man in a
suit of what color?

yellow

Antagonists

9
The name for what small mammal with a leathery
armor shell comes from Spanish for "little
armored one"?

armadillo

Placental Mammals

1 0
This is about what 13th-century explorer?
  His overland journey from Venice to China took
  four years and the return by sea took three.

Marco Polo

Explorers
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1 1
In what kind of relatively mild injury, usually
caused by blunt impact, does blood from damaged
capillaries seep into the surrounding tissue?

bruise (contusion, ecchymosis)

In jur ies

1 2
Name the social contract signed by the male
passengers of the ship that brought the original
settlers to Plymouth, Massachusetts.

Mayflower Compact

Agreements

1 3
What happens to a balloon inflated with air at sea
level as you take it deeper and deeper under
water?

It compresses. (becomes smaller)

Balloons

1 4
In 1903, Edwin Binney and Harold Smith
combined paraffin wax with pigments to produce
what drawing implements?

crayons

Inventions

1 5
Your arterial pulse is analogous to what
fundamental concept in music?

beat

Music Fundamentals

1 6
The region extending from the Mississippi to the
Rockies excluding the arid portions of the
Southwest and the Dakota Badlands is called the
Great what?

Plains

Middle America

1 7
What word can mean one thing that is exactly like
another, a contest in which two people compete
with one another, a marriage, or something used
to start a fire?

match

Homonyms

1 8
If you shoot an arrow straight up, how high it goes
depends mainly on its initial velocity and what
force?

gravity

I Shot an Arrow

1 9
These are examples of what part of a letter?
  G'day:
  To Whom It May Concern:
  Ahoy There:
  Howdy:
  Your Excellency:
  Dear Professor Moriarty:

salutation

Correspondence

2 0
What is the most common example of a simple
microscope, i.e. one with a single lens?

magnifying glass

Microscopes
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2 1
There are 897 steps in the stairwell of what
monument in the District of Columbia?

Washington Monument

Lots of Stairs

2 2
Name the cloth worn around a cowboy's neck as
protection against winds, rain, and sunburn.

bandanna (neckerchief, kerchief)

Old West Attire

2 3
The hunted is to prey as the hunter is to what?

predator

Ecological Analogies

2 4
What is the last, stressed, complete word in this
verse?
  As I was going out one day
  My head fell off and rolled away.

rolled

Poetic Cadence

2 5
After Russia and China, what is the third largest
Asian country?

India

Asian Nations

2 6
What Spaniard gave Florida its name?

Ponce de Leon

State Names

2 7
Marsha Mellow won the election for county
assessor by a majority of seven votes.  11,663
votes were cast.  How many votes did she get?

5 8 3 5

Election Tabulation

2 8
This proverb is supposed to end with what word?
  A miss is as good as a molehill.

mi le

Proverbs

2 9
What one contraction is included in the proverbs
dealing with spilt milk, eggs in one basket, and
counting your chickens?

don't

Proverbs

3 0
In the U.S., most pickles are made from what
f r u i t ?

cucumber

Frui ts
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3 1
What imaginary place created by J.M. Barrie is a
metaphor for everlasting childhood?

Neverland

Metaphoric Settings

3 2
What kind of heat engine is propelled in a forward
direction as the result of the escape of hot gases
from its rear?

jet (or rocket)

Engines

3 3
In what kind of play, performed behind a
translucent curtain, do you see only the shapes of
the opaque objects behind it?

shadow play

Forms of Drama

3 4
A major city in what state was named for the 34th
viceroy of Spain, the Duke of Albuquerque?

New Mexico

Namesakes

3 5
What is the Arabic equivalent of the Roman
numeral D?

5 0 0

Numerals

3 6
Astronomically speaking, what does this mnemonic
help you remember?
  My very educated mother
  just served us nachos.

order of the planets

Mnemonics

3 7
What musical instrument is associated with the
tunes for reveille, mess call, mail call, retreat,
cavalry charge, and taps?

bugle

Musical Instruments

3 8
These are examples of what kind of mountains?
  Mt. Shasta, Mt. Lassen, Mt. Rainier

volcanic (volcanoes)

Mountains

3 9
What line comes next in the folksong that has this
verse?
  Fly's in the buttermilk,
  Shoo, fly, shoo,
  Fly's in the buttermilk,
  Shoo, fly, shoo,
  Fly's in the buttermilk,
  Shoo, fly, shoo, ...

Skip to my Lou, my darlin'

Folksongs

4 0
What acrobatic, external parasites can leap from
one dog to another?

fleas

Pet Pests
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1
Determine what letter of the alphabet is missing
in this pangrammatic lipogram.
  The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

s

Lipograms

2
The Bering Strait connects the Chukchi Sea in the
north with what other sea?

Bering Sea

Straits

3
Name the westernmost Canadian province.

British Columbia

Provinces

4
In what type of reference is this entry found?
  obliterate -
    cover up, conceal, eliminate, demolish,
    expunge, wipe out, censor, delete

thesaurus

References

5
What is the last name of the inventor who wrote
this in 1913?
  I took a position at one of the wings, intending
  to help balance the machine as it ran down the
  track.  But when the restraining wire was
  slipped, the machine started off so quickly I
  could stay with it only a few feet.  After a
  40-foot run, it lifted from the rail.

Wright

Scientific Accounts

6
Along what river did Brownsville, El Paso, Del
Rio, and Laredo, Texas, develop?

Rio Grande

Texas Geography

7
Major rivers of what state include the Snake,
Clearwater, Salmon, Coeur d'Alene, Payette, and
Boise rivers?

Idaho

Rivers

8
In relation to the Gregorian calendar, what is the
saying about precipitation in the fourth month
that produces colorful reproductive structures in
many seed bearing plants in the fifth month?

April showers bring May flowers.

Sayings

9
What state borders both Lake Erie and Lake
Ontario?

New York

Great Lakes

1 0
"Death" is an anagram of what past tense verb?

hated

Anagrams
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1 1
Complete this remark by Robert Heinlein.
  Once the monkeys learn they can vote
  themselves bananas, they'll never climb
  another ...

tree

Heinlein Quotes

1 2
Whose ship was so tall that its mast had to be
hinged in the middle so it could be taken down
whenever it passed beneath the Moon?

Stormalong's

Legendary Ships

1 3
What happened to Solomon Grundy on Sunday?

He was buried.

Poems

1 4
The names of how many planets in our solar
system end with the letter "s"?

3

Planets

1 5
These statements describe what Australian
animal?
  -Males are called bucks, boomers, and jacks.
  -Females are called does, flyers, and jills.
  -Their young are called joeys.

kangaroos

Animals

1 6
"Czar" was no longer the title of what country's
leader after a revolution in 1917?

Russia

Bygone Titles

1 7
What occupation in the arts is concisely described
as "pretending to be someone else"?

acting (actor)

Careers in the Arts

1 8
In 2014, when the United States celebrated its
birthday, how old was the country?

238 years

Celebrations

1 9
The ten thousand lakes of Minnesota are attributed
by some to the footsteps of what central character
of American folklore?

Paul Bunyan

Minnesota Legends

2 0
Two inches on a map represents five feet.  How
many feet are represented by seven inches?

17.5

Maps
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2 1
These words came into English from what
language?
  lanai, mahi-mahi, lei, poi, luau, aloha

Hawaiian

Etymology

2 2
Name the old house featured in the books of Lucy
Boston that are about a boy named Toseland and his
great-grandmother, Mrs. Oldknowe.

Green Knowe

Story Settings

2 3
This is from what song in a musical?
  We would converse in polar bear and python
  And we could curse in fluent kangaroo
  If people asked us, "Can you speak in
      rhinoceros?"
  We'd say, "Of courserous, can't you?

Talk to the Animals

Lyrics

2 4
About a month prior to his death in July of 2009,
Guiness World Records had confirmed that Henry
Allingham, a British World War I veteran, was
the world's oldest living man.  Since he had just
celebrated his 113th birthday that June, in what
year was he born?

1 8 9 6

Supercentenarians

2 5
Express 145 as an ordinal number.

145th

Numbers

2 6
This concerns what business of the 1860s?
  In a little while, all interest was taken up
  in watching for the fleet messenger who
  sped across the continent from St. Joe
  to Sacramento carrying letters nineteen
  hundred miles in eight days.

Pony Express

Old West Enterprises

2 7
This is about what common device?
  Take away the lead which is behind the glass
  and there will be no image of the one looking in.

m i r r o r

Technological Developments

2 8
According to the proverb, what do you catch more
of with honey than with vinegar?

fl ies

Catchy Proverbs

2 9
In a Harry Potter story, what kind of creature is
the Hungarian Horntail?

dragon

Fictional Creatures

3 0
A one-trillion-dollar bill would consist of a one
followed by how many zeroes?

1 2

Giant Denominations
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3 1
The shape of contour lines that cross valleys or
streams generally resemble what letter of the
alphabet?

V (or U)

Topographic Maps

3 2
What character in "The Lord of the Rings" loses a
finger to Gollum?

Frodo

Lost Digits

3 3
These books are examples of what genre of
nonfiction?
  "A Narrative of the Life of Mrs. Charlotte
    Charke" by Charlotte Charke
  "Some Account of the Fore-Part of the Life of
    Elizabeth Ashbridge" by Elizabeth Ashbridge

autobiography

Genres

3 4
What is the greatest number of 2 x 3 inch
rectangles that could be cut from a sheet of
material measuring 2 feet by 3 feet?

1 4 4

Rectangles within Rectangles

3 5
As an improper fraction, express the product of
the quantity (1 + 1/3) and the quantity (1 +
1 / 4 ) .

5 / 3

Fraction Multiplication

3 6
A momentary drop in the supply of blood to the
brain may cause a brief loss of consciousness
called what?

fainting

The Blood Supply

3 7
What one word has these meanings?
  -to get rid of
  -to hurl forcefully
  -the actors in a play
  -a plaster shell encasing a broken bone
  -the negative replica of a fossil impression
  -something formed by pouring molten metal
    into a mold

cast

Multipurpose Words

3 8
Widowmaker is to Pecos Bill as Shadowfax is to
whom?

Gandalf

Equine Analogies

3 9
What is the term for a front tooth of a marine
mammal that grows continuously, sometimes
several feet in length?

tusk

Marine Zoology

4 0
You have a dime and a dollar and you buy a cat and
a collar.  If the cat is a dollar more than the
collar, how much is the collar?

5 cents

Word Problems
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* alt
What is the name for the symptom involving a
body temperature above 100 degrees F?

fever

Body Temperature

* alt
What two names precede the following in a
children's poem?
  ... and Nod

Wynken, Blynken

Poetic Characters

* alt
Venomous animals dispense their poisons by
squirting, stinging, or by what other means?

biting

Venom

* alt
What is the intersection of these two sets?
  {5, 8, 14, 19}    {1, 3, 9, 14}

1 4

Sets

* alt
If you go to a buffet and fill your plate with a
gargantuan amount of food, someone might suggest
that your eyes are bigger than what other part of
your anatomy?

stomach

Anatomical Idioms

* alt
In 1609, Henry Hudson gave the Dutch a claim to
the region that ultimately became New York by
sailing up what river?

Hudson River

Explorers

* alt
Name the first three of the eleven upper-case
letters that are identical to their mirror images.

A, H, I

The Alphabet

* alt
Given that the average growth rate of stalactites in
a certain cave is .005 inches per year, how many
years would it take for a stalactite to grow three
inches?

6 0 0

Spelunking

* alt
If X is a multiple of 3, is even, and is greater than
40, what is the smallest value it can have?

4 2

Multiples

* alt
According to one critic, there are three forms of
visual art.  Painting is art to look at and sculpture
is art you can walk around,  What is the kind of
art you can walk through?

architecture

Fine Arts
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1
Name the process by what a substance changes to a
denser form such as gas changing to a liquid.

condensation

Change of State

2
Driver gear A meshes with gear B which meshes
with gear C.  In what clock direction does gear C
turn if gear A turns in a counterclockwise
direction?

counterclockwise

Gear Trains

3
What sea named for a hue lies between South Korea
and mainland China?

Yellow Sea

Seas

4
What natural number is halved when it is reduced
by thirteen?

2 6

Numbers

5
In Kenneth Grahame's story, "The Reluctant
Dragon," a poetry-loving dragon and what saint
agree to stage a fake joust to placate the
townspeople?

St. George

Dragon Tales

6
What does the root mean in these words?
  biography, biometrics, biosphere, biome

l i fe

Root Words

7
A crescent moon occurs between a half moon and a
new moon or between what other two moon
phases?

new moon and half moon

Moons

8
In musical notation, what is the term for a
segment of time defined as a given number of beats
of a given duration?

measure (bar)

Music Fundamentals

9
What tropical and subtropical trees are
distinguished by a large cluster of compound,
evergreen leaves at the top of an unbranched
stem?

palm

Lofty Monocots

1 0
These are varieties of what kind of fish?
  grouper, striped, white, smallmouth,
  rock, largemouth, spotted

bass

Fish
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1 1
Margery Sharp in "The Rescuers" created a white
mouse of impeccable taste, indomitable courage,
and infinite resourcefulness.  Name this
extraordinary female rodent.

Miss Bianca

Fantasies

1 2
What kind of fibrous tissue replaces normal skin
after an incision or wound?

scar tissue

Tissues

1 3
Starting around 4000 B.C., climate change began
to convert the fertile northern grasslands of what
continent into a vast desert?

Africa

Climatic Catastrophes

1 4
The Caesar cipher replaces each letter by the
letter three places beyond it in the alphabet.
Using the code, "Krohv" is the code for the name of
what popular novel by Louis Sachar?

Holes

Ciphers

1 5
In "Charlie and the Chocolate Factory," what large
and hungry creatures are the main natural
enemies of the Oompa-Loompas?

Whangdoodles

Scary Critters

1 6
This excerpt from "Through the Looking Glass" is
about what character?
  He was sitting with his legs crossed, like a
  Turk, on the top of a high wall and he didn't
  take the least notice of her.  "And how exactly
  like an egg he is!" she said, standing ready to
  catch him, for she was every moment expecting
  him to fall.

Humpty Dumpty

Lewis Carroll

1 7
What season occurs in Australia during the months
of September and October?

spring

Australian Seasons

1 8
What are the two context clues for the word
"noxious" in this sentence?
  The lake water was full of noxious materials
  such as solvents from factories and pesticides
  from upstream farms.

solvents, pesticides

Context Clues

1 9
What intercardinal point is between NNW and
WNW?

NW (or northwest)

Compasses

2 0
What is the term for a medical device used to
immobilize a limb?

splint (cast)

Fractures
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2 1
During the American Revolution, how were those
American colonists who remained faithful to the
Britain king collectively known?

loyalists (Tories)

Wartime Factions

2 2
An immigrant who wants to become an American
citizen must promise, among other things, to
"support and defend" what fundamental law of the
land?

(U.S.) Constitution

Citizenship

2 3
In "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow," what is the
profession of Ichabod Crane?

schoolmaster (teacher)

Spooky Short Stories

2 4
What day of the week will it be in 312 hours if it
is now noon on Tuesday?

Monday

Date Math

2 5
Although the British Parliament was mainly
responsible for provoking the American
Revolution, because he was the ruler of the
empire, what king did the Declaration of
Independence name as the villain?

George III

American Revolution

2 6
In an alphabetical list of the U.S. states with
"New" in their names, which is first?

New Hampshire

State Names

2 7
In what part of a newspaper would these headings
be found?
  Employment
  Merchandise for Sale
  Farmer's Market
  Livestock
  Automobiles
  Real Estate Sales

classifieds

Newspapers

2 8
The greatest number of avalanches annually in the
Lower Forty-Eight occur in what state?

Colorado

Snow Slides

2 9
This is about what African mammals?
  In their queer, inimitable vegetative
  gracefulness, they act as if it were
  not a herd of animals but a family of
  rare, long-stemmed, speckled gigantic
  flowers slowly advancing.

giraffes

Imaginative Writing

3 0
Army troops from what country killed Jim Bowie,
William Travis, and Davy Crockett?

Mexico

Massacres
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3 1
The headwaters of these rivers are in what
mountain range?
  Canadian, Pecos, Platte, Green, Snake,
  Rio Grande, Yellowstone

Rocky Mountains (Rockies)

Headwaters

3 2
20 percent of 30 gallons equals how many pints?

4 8

Measurement Conversions

3 3
What name completes this verse by Ogden Nash?
  Now the name of the little black kitten was Ink,
  And the little gray mouse, she called him Blink,
  And the little yellow dog was sharp as Mustard,
  But the dragon was a coward, and she called
     him ...

Custard

Dragon Poems

3 4
What is the name for a written set of the
fundamental rules and principles that people agree
upon as the foundation for their government or
organization?

constitution

Government Foundations

3 5
In the Harry Potter stories, what kind of
creatures are the errol, hedwigs, and
pigwidgeons?

birds

Fictional Critters

3 6
In the U.S. national anthem, what is the first
adverb?

proudly

Adverbs

3 7
What kind of weed that is common in arid regions
spreads its seeds when it dries, breaks away from
its roots, and rolls across the landscape, propelled
by the wind?

tumbleweed

Weeds

3 8
What adjective meaning "huge" is also the name
for an extinct, hairy elephant?

mammoth

Adjectives

3 9
What does the suffix mean in these words?
  pesticide
  herbicide
  insecticide

kil ler (ki l l)

Suffixes

4 0
This is from what story by Hans Christian
Andersen?
  In the morning, the queen asked how the young
  girl had slept.  She said, "Oh, horribly!  I hardly
  closed my eyes all night.  Goodness knows what
  there was in the bed!  I was lying on something
  hard, so that I am black and blue all over my
  body."

The Princess and the Pea

Tales of Royalty
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1
What is the prime factorization of 600?

2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 5 x 5

Factoring

2
What sea adjacent to Mexico was named for a
conquistador?

Sea of Cortes

Sea Namesakes

3
On the popular TV quiz show, "Are You Smarter
than Your Senator," each question is worth four
times as much as the previous question.  If the
fifth question is worth $6,400, how much is the
first question worth?

$ 2 5

Quiz Show Loot

4
What proverb about an elderly canine means the
opposite of this one?
  You're never too old to learn.

You can't teach an old dog new tricks.

Contradictory Proverbs

5
What is the terminating decimal for the fraction
1 7 / 2 0 ?

.85

Decimals

6
Name the broad, multicusped back teeth.

molars

Teeth

7
In what story does an incompetent wizard named
Schmendrick and a young woman named Molly
Grue join up with a unicorn on a quest to see if
there are other unicorns in the world?

The Last Unicorn

Fantasies

8
Some flies grow, develop, and die within fifteen
days while elephants may take seventy years to go
through the same stages.  This course of
development from birth through death is called a
life what?

cycle

Life

9
This is from the journal of what captain?
  Friday, 3 August 1492.  Set sail from the bar
  of Saltes at 8 o'clock, and proceeded with a
  strong breeze till sunset, sixty miles or fifteen
  leagues south, afterwards southwest and south
  by west, which is the direction of the Canaries.

Christopher Columbus

Journals

1 0
60 is 20% of what number?

3 0 0

Percent
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1 1
What familiar word results when you remove "six
letters" from this string of letters?
  BSAINXLEATNTEARS

bananas (remove SIX LETTERS)

Wordplay

1 2
A traitor has committed what crime?

treason

Crimes

1 3
In popular writings, what was the title for a
Native American healer or shaman?

medicine man

Tribal Culture

1 4
This is about what war?
  'Twas Albert Sidney Johnston led the columns
     of the Gray / Like Hector on the plains of
     Troy his presence fired the fray;
  And dashing horse and gleaming sword spake
     out his royal will / As on the slopes of Shiloh
     field the blasts of war blew shrill.

Civil War

Historical Poetry

1 5
This line from the Land Ordinance of 1785
suggests the need for what professional?
  The lines shall be measured with a chain, shall
  be plainly marked by chaps on the trees and
  exactly described on a plat along with all
  mines, salt springs, water courses, mountains
  and other remarkable and permanent things.

surveyor

Legacy of the Confederation

1 6
To whom is Robin Hood speaking in this verse
from a ballad?
  Lo! see my staff, it is lusty and tough,
  Now here on the bridge we will play;
  Whoever falls in, the other shall win
  The battle, and so we'll away.

Little John (John Little)

British Legends

1 7
What letter comes next in this sequence?
  B, E, H, K, ----

N

Letter Patterns

1 8
What snail-like terrestrial animal lacks a shell
or sometimes has only a small internal shell?

slug

Gastropods

1 9
These are characteristics of what animals?
  They have eyelids and ears.
  Their tails break off as a defense mechanism.
  Some can change color.
  Most are four-legged.

lizards

Animal Characteristics

2 0
Adjectives modify what two parts of speech?

nouns, pronouns

Adjectives
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2 1
What western European country has vastly
increased in size thanks to the construction of
dikes?

Netherlands

European Real Estate

2 2
What, according to Norton Juster, is the place
where all the words in the world come from?

Dictionopolis

The Phantom Tollbooth

2 3
In the mnemonic device, "Roy G. Biv," for what
does the "B" stand?

blue

Mnemonic Devices

2 4
What kind of sores are often signaled 24 to 48
hours prior to an outbreak by an itching or
tingling sensation in the lips?

cold sores

Sores

2 5
During the Middle Ages, what was the name for the
massive, fortified residences of European
monarchs or nobles?

castles (manors)

Regal Residences

2 6
A lost and badly parched man looks out across the
desert sand and staggers toward what he perceives
to be a pool of water.  But, as he nears, the pool
disappears.  What did he see?

a mirage

Optical Phenomena

2 7
What powered paddle wheelers?

steam (steam engine, or coal, wood)

Boat Technology

2 8
The average monthly rainfall in Porto Novo for 6
months was 5.5 inches.  If it had rained 1/2 inch
more each month, what would the average have
been?

6 inches

Precipitation Calculation

2 9
This is about what legendary beast?
  One day the big bovine knocked a bag of dried
  peas off the countertop when he swished his
  tail.  The peas flew so fast out of the kitchen
  that they knocked over a dozen loggers coming
  home for lunch, clipped the tops off of several
  pine trees, and landed in the hot spring.  We
  had pea soup to eat for the rest of the season.

Babe the Blue Ox

Tall Tales

3 0
Ichabod walked 8 yards due north where he turned
to his right and walked 16 yards.  Then he turned
left and walked 5 yards and turned left again and
walked 16 yards.  At that point, how far was he
from where he began?

13 yards

Trail Reckoning
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3 1
Name the reflex involving deep inhalation and
exhalation associated with being tired or boredom.

yawning

Reflexes

3 2
This describes what arachnids?
  These are tiny creatures living in thpe woods
  and fields that attach to you as you brush past
  bushes, plants, and grass.  Once they are on
  you, they often move to a warm, moist location
  like the armpits, groin, and hair where they
  attach firmly to your skin and draw blood.

ticks

Pests

3 3
Who in 1579 claimed the northern coast of the
region that later became California for England?

Francis Drake

Explorers

3 4
What kind of puppets are suspended and controlled
by a number of strings?

marionettes (string puppets)

Performing Arts

3 5
This line is from a story about what imaginary
land?
  The witch did not bleed where she was bitten
  by Toto, for she was so wicked that the blood
  in her had dried up many years before.

Oz

Fantasies

3 6
In the metric system, one thousand is to kilo as
one thousandth is to what prefix?

m i l l i

Metric Prefixes

3 7
Square meters is to area as cubic meters is to
what?

volume

Measurement

3 8
In the 1890s, Andrew Carnegie's annual income
was $7.5 million dollars, some 7,500 times more
than the average middle-class salary of how many
dollars per year?

$ 1 0 0 0

Big Earnings

3 9
A traveler in 1765 said this about what land?
  This country cannot be long subject to Great
  Britain, nor indeed to any distant power.  Its
  extent is so great, the daily increase of its
  inhabitants so considerable, and having
  everything within themselves for their own
  defense, that no nation whatsoever seems
  better calculated for independency.

America

Observations of 1765

4 0
In this chorus of an American folksong, what
words follow "sing"?
  Fare thee well, fare thee well
  Fare thee well my fairy fay
  For I'm goin' to Louisiana for to see
    my  Susy-anna
  Sing ...

Polly wolly doodle all the day

Choruses
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* alt
The westernmost tip of Lake Superior is in what
state?

Minnesota (or Wisconsin)

Great Lakes

* alt
What legendary quadruped completes this verse?
  And I'd hear a snort and I'd hear a roar,
  The wind of a mane and a tail, and four
  Wild hoofs prancing the forest floor.
  And I'd open my eyes on a flashing horn-
  And see the ...

Unicorn

Legendary Critters

* alt
These are what kind of books?
  -Who's Who in American Politics
  -Oxford Companion to the Theater
  -National Zip Code Directory
  -Chambers Biographical Dictionary

references

Books

* alt
In the Declaration of Independence, what adjective
indicates those rights that are absolute, not
awarded by human power, not transferable to
another power, and incapable of repudiation?

inalienable

Natural Rights

* alt
Express 113 1/2 percent as a decimal numeral.

1 .135

Percent

* alt
An election in which a voter's selections are
confidential is known as what kind of ballot?

secret ballot

Voting

* alt
During the last three years of his life, what
missionary visited all the missions he had founded
from San Diego to San Francisco?

Junipero Serra

Missionaries

* alt
Construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway was a
joint project involving what two countries?

United States, Canada

Water Routes

* alt
What land is central to all these stories?
  The Magician's Nephew
  The Last Battle
  The Horse and His Boy
  The Silver Chair
  Prince Caspian

Narnia

Fantasy Lands

* alt
What kind of bat feeds by making a shallow wound,
usually on horses or cows, and then licking the
blood?

vampire bat

Bats
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1
What is the reply to the last question in this
chant?
  You remind me of a man.
  What man?
  The man with the power.
  What power?
  The power of hoodoo.
  Hoodoo?
  You do.
  Do what? You remind me of a man.

Chants

2
What U.S. state is on the starboard side of a
northbound sailboat entering the Gulf of Mexico?

Florida

Sailing Geography

3
What document is the official record of the time,
date, and place you were born?

birth certificate

Legal Documents

4
What branch of government consists of elected
officials empowered to make, change, or repeal
laws?

legislative branch

Government

5
The skin of the orca or killer whale is two-toned.
What are the colors?

black, white

Whales

6
This is about what country?
  The land where democracy was conceived in
  the fifth century B.C. has periodically suffered
  the loss and welcomed the rebirth of freedom.

Greece

Democratic Roots

7
How many ounces are in 7 3/4 lbs?

1 2 4

Weight Measures

8
This is about what character created by Donald
Sobol?
  He read more books than anyone in Idaville,
  and he never forgot a fact.  His pals said
  he was like a library and a computer rolled
  into one, and more user-friendly.

Encyclopedia Brown

Fictional Characters

9
To see a rainbow, what part of your head must face
the Sun?

the back of your head

Rainbows

1 0
What word for a piece of furniture can be spelled
by combining the names of the 5th and 4th tones of
the standard 8-tone musical scale?

sofa

Musical Scales
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1 1
In "The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe," the
White Witch of Narnia perpetually maintains what
season in that land?

winter

C.S. Lewis

1 2
At Yorktown, while Washington had about 11,000
men engaged in the battle, at least 29,000
soldiers and sailors from what other country
fought on the American side?

France

Historic Battles

1 3
Who is the protagonist in the novel from which
this excerpt was taken?
  The players all played at once without waiting
  for turns, quarrelling all the while, and fighting
  for the hedgehogs; and in a very short time
  the Queen was in a furious passion, and went
  stamping about, and shouting "Off with his
  head!" or "Off with her head!"

Alice

English Literature

1 4
Although the region called Tornado Alley is not
exactly defined, it is definitely between what two
mountain ranges?

Rockies, Appalachians

Tornadoes

1 5
This verse is based on an event in what year?
  Go to sleep, go to sleep, Paul Revere.
  Please don't make all that noise around here!
  How can we rest, when from down in the street
  Comes the clomping and the stomping
  Of your horse's big feet?

1 7 7 5

Historical Poetry

1 6
What U.S. national park is home to the world's
largest tree?

Sequoia National Park

Really Big Trees

1 7
What kind of creature uttered these words at the
end of one of Aesop's fables?
  Plodding wins the race.

tortoise

Aesop's Fables

1 8
If you are between a cumulus cloud and the Sun,
the cloud will appear what color?

white

Cloud Color

1 9
On July 8 in 1776, the ringing of the Liberty Bell
summoned the citizens of Philadelphia to the first
public reading of what document?

Declaration of Independence

The Bells Are Ringing

2 0
In a two-candidate race in which 31,269 votes
were cast, what is the least number of votes a
candidate must have to win by a majority?

15 ,635

Cast Votes
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2 1
These lines are from what novel?
  -You know, at times like this one feels, well,
   perhaps extinct animals should be left extinct.
  -The children of the world love dinosaurs, and
   the children are going to delight in this place.

Jurassic Park

Novels

2 2
In the revolution of 1821, Mexico won its
independence from what country?

Spain

Revolutions

2 3
What common term is used to describe your skin
when it is losing its outermost layer or layers?

peeling

Skin Conditions

2 4
The Big Dipper is part of what larger
constellation?

Ursa Major (Big Bear)

Constellations

2 5
For a significant part of their lives, these men's
livelihoods depended on harvesting what
mammals?
  Thomas Fitzpatrick, Jim Bridger, Hugh Glass,
  Jedediah Smith, Kit Carson, John Colter

beaver

Making a Living

2 6
Name the condition in which your body does not
have sufficient water to function properly.

dehydration

Disorders

2 7
What line completes this excerpt from an
American folksong?
  It rain'd all night the day I left,
  The weather it was dry,
  The sun so hot I froze to death ...

Susanna, don't you cry.

Folksongs

2 8
Name all the composite numbers less than 10.

4, 6, 8, 9

Numbers

2 9
What kind of art consists of pieces of pottery,
glass, shells, or stones?

mosaics

Art Forms

3 0
In what kind of dictionary is this entry found?
  -fume-
  assume, consume, exhume, perfume, resume

poet's (rhyming) dictionary

References
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3 1
On a compass, what is directly opposite from
SSW?

NNE

Compasses

3 2
Although they belong to a completely different
order, what insects are sometimes called "white
ants" because they slightly resemble ants and live
in colonies?

termites

Insects

3 3
Sound is constantly reflected off objects.  Usually
the reflection is not noticed because two identical
sounds that reach the ear less than 1/15 of a
second apart cannot be distinguished.  If the
reflected sound is heard separately, what is it
called?

an echo

Audible Vibrations

3 4
What occupies all of the space behind an opaque
object that has a light source in front of it?

a shadow

Light

3 5
What is the acronym for the organization that
fulfilled John Kennedy's pledge to land an
American on the Moon by the end of the decade?

NASA

Fulfilling a Promise

3 6
What character in "The Hundred and One
Dalmatians" is notable for wearing fur coats,
liking peppers and other hot things, and for having
one part of her hair white and the other black?

Cruella de Vil

Strange Ladies

3 7
Kurt was using his old worn-out crane to lift an
air conditioner to the top of an 80-foot-high
building.  Each time he lifted 10 feet, the clutch on
the crane slipped and he lost 5 feet.  How many
times did he have to lift 10 feet to finally get the
unit on the roof?

1 5

Crane Problems

3 8
Who is a grumpy woman,
  That you'd better just leave alone,
Who has snakes instead of hair
  And can turn you into stone?

Medusa

If Looks Could Kill

3 9
A series of over a dozen sequels called the "Glad
Books" feature what central character originally
created by Eleanor Porter?

Pollyanna

Fictional Females

4 0
Which of "The Chronicles of Narnia" is about the
sea journey undertaken by Prince Caspian to find
seven banished lords?

The Voyage of the Dawn Treader

C.S. Lewis
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1
Usually the human body maintains a healthy
temperature but when exposed to cold or a cool,
damp environment for prolonged periods, it may
lose more heat than it can generate resulting in
what condition?

hypothermia

First Aid

2
What vehicle carried food and cooking supplies on
Old West cattle drives?

chuckwagon

Cattle Drives

3
What kind of mammal is a giant panda?

bear

Exotic Animals

4
What is the common term for ice stalagmites?

icicles

Geologic Formations

5
These points from an 1877 advertisement
describe the advantages of what form of
communication over what other form?
  -No skilled operator is required.
  -The communication is much more rapid.
  -Direct communication may be made by speech
    without the intervention of a third person.

telephone over telegraph

Communications

6
In "A Wrinkle in Time," how is the antagonist
referred to?

IT

Antagonists

7
What month is described in these lines?
  -a warm breath brown through icy fingers
  -a kind of interregnum, winter's sovereignty
    relaxing, spring not yet in control.
  -a month that comes in like a lion and goes
     out like a lamb

March

Times of Year

8
Who is the famed sailor in "The Arabian Nights"?

Sinbad

Arabic Heroes

9
In what city is the extraordinarily tall One World
Trade Center situated?

New York City

Construction Projects

1 0
Use a day of the week to answer this question with
a pun.
  How do you feel walking across a hot desert
  with an empty canteen?

Thursday

Puns
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1 1
What character in "Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland" says this?
  A dog growls when it's angry, and wags its tail
  when it's pleased.  Now I growl when I'm pleased
  and wag my tail when I'm angry.

Cheshire Cat

Wonderland

1 2
About 70% of the species of what flying mammals
are insectivores?

bats

Mammals

1 3
These songs are from what musical?
  Oompa Loompa
  The Candy Man
  The Bubble Machine
  I've Got a Golden Ticket

Willie Wonka and the Chocolate Factory

Musicals

1 4
What sentence with a pronoun and a verb can be
made by rearranging the letters in "the eyes"?

They see.

Anagram Grammar

1 5
Convert 78 inches to feet.

6 1/2 feet

Measurements

1 6
They weigh up to 2000 pounds as adults, take 17
years to mature, and live 50 years.  Name these
cud-chewing animals of the desert.

camels

Big Mammals

1 7
To settle a point of honor in early America, two
people might engage in what form of formal,
prearranged combat?

duel

Defending One's Honor

1 8
"Clue of tubs" is a spoonerism for what card in a
deck?

two of clubs

Spoonerisms

1 9
In the U.S., name the time zone between the
eastern and mountain time zones.

Central Time Zone

Time

2 0
Ronnie went to the store and bought a new Frisbee
marked $12.  At the counter, he had to fork over
$12.60 to complete the sale.  What was the extra
60 cents for?

sales tax

Purchases
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2 1
These are all forms of what?
  mechanical, chemical, electrical,
  magnetic, nuclear, heat

energy

Physical Science

2 2
Thanks to what major fault, some geological maps
place the future sites of Los Angeles and San
Francisco at considerably higher latitudes than
their present locations?

San Andreas fault

Headed North

2 3
Where was Robert Peary when he wrote this in
his journal in 1909?
  The prize of three centuries.  My dream
  and goal for 20 years!  Mine at last.
  I cannot bring myself to realize it.

North Pole

Historic Journal Entries

2 4
Name the Soviet equivalent of American
astronauts?

cosmonauts

Space Exploration

2 5
Who did Pecos Bill first see riding a catfish down
the Rio Grande, holding on with only one hand so
she could take pot-shots at the clouds with her
six-shooter?

Slue-foot Sue

Tall Tales

2 6
Name the moving part of a trombone.

slide

Brass Instruments

2 7
This line is from what song?
  She'll be driving six white horses when
  she comes.

She'll Be Comin' Round the Mountain

Folksongs

2 8
These are among the greatest engineering
achievements of what century?
  agricultural mechanization
  electrification
  water supply distribution
  air conditioning
  laser optics
  nuclear technologies

20th century

Technology

2 9
The most familiar symbol of drama is a pair of
masks, one smiling representing comedy and one
sorrowful representing what?

tragedy

Emblems

3 0
The four inner planets include Venus, Earth,
Mars, and what other?

Mercury

Planets
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3 1
What is the first line of this verse from the
musical about Snow White?
  Some day we'll meet again
  And away to his castle we'll go
  To be happy forever I know

Some day my prince will come

Songs

3 2
What adverb completes this silly verse?
  The ostrich is a silly bird,
    With scarcely any mind.
  He often runs so very fast,
    He leaves himself ...

behind

Fast Bird Verse

3 3
In the Old South, what was the equivalent of the
haciendas found in Spanish-speaking countries?

plantations

Agriculture History

3 4
Animals domesticated for food or work are called
livestock but what is the term for animals
domesticated for companionship?

pets

Domestication

3 5
Name any word beginning with "sc" in which the
"c" is silent.

scene, scent, science, scissors, etc.

Silent Letters

3 6
Reduce this fraction to lowest terms.
  108/60

9 / 5

Lowest Terms

3 7
What subdivision of a state might include a
number of cities, towns, and villages?

county (parish, borough)

State Sectors

3 8
What is the relationship of the son to the speaker
in this couplet?
  Brothers and sisters have I none,
  but this man is my father's son.

same person

Relationships

3 9
What article of regional footwear completes this
punnish interrogative sentence?
  I would like to go to Holland someday, ... ?

wooden shoe

Puns

4 0
What is taking place if all you can see of the Sun is
its corona?

solar eclipse

Heavenly Sights
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* alt
What synonym for a certain body organ completes
this health advice limerick?
  Please stop smoking already, don't dicker.
  Tobacco will end your life quicker.
    Have a heart, as I air
    This advice, cuz I care.
  Be kind to your lungs and your ...

t icker

Health Limericks

* alt
What is the collective name of the children created
by Gertrude Chandler Warner who appear in these
mysteries?
  The Lighthouse Mystery
  The Yellow House Mystery
  Mystery Ranch
  Blue Bay Mystery
  The Woodshed Mystery

Boxcar Children

Mysteries

* alt
These words are from a song in what musical?
  The candies you whistle, the whistles you eat.
    Toot Sweets!
    Toot Sweets!
  The eatable, tweetable treats!

Chitty Chitty Bang  Bang

Musicals

* alt
What element is in all sulfides and sulfates?

sul fur

Elements

* alt
What word comes next in this verse?
  It was six men of Indostan
  To learning much inclined,
  Who went to see the Elephant
  Though all of them were ...

blind

Poems

* alt
In moving from one flower to another in search of
nectar, bees may transport what substance from
the anther of one flower to the stigmas of other
flowers?

pollen

Plant Reproduction

* alt
What kind of business is based on producing and
disseminating written information and literature
for the public?

publishing

Enterprises

* alt
In one square meter, there are how many square
centimeters?

10 ,000

Metric Conversions

* alt
What sea lies between the Greater Antilles,
Central America, and South America?

Caribbean

Seas

* alt
The first U.S. census conducted in 1790 found the
population to be about four million, but only three
percent of those lived in the country's largest
cities.  How many lived outside those cities?

3 ,880 ,000

Population Places
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1
What type of poem typically begins with this kind
of first line?
  There was an old man from Nairobi ...

l imer ick

Poetry

2
What art form completes this quote by Thomas
Stoppard?
  It is not hard to understand modern art.
  If it hangs on a wall it's a painting, and
  if you can walk around it, it's a ...

sculpture

Art Forms

3
What adjective that means doubtful or suspicious
also suggests the taste or odor of cold-blooded
aquatic vertebrates?

fishy

Multiple Meanings

4
The Arctic Circle passes through how many
continents?

three

Big Circles

5
These are the final words in each line of the first
verse of what song based on the poem, "The
Defence of Fort McHenry?
  light, gleaming, fight, streaming,
  air, there, wave, brave

The Star Spangled Banner

Songs

6
While you should use "may" when seeking
permission, what word should you use when you
mean the ability to do something?

can

Word Choice

7
This is part of what law as described by Rudyard
Kipling?
  -Wash daily from nose-tip to tail-tip, drink
   deeply, but never too deep, and remember the
   night is for hunting, and forget not the day is
   for sleep.
  -The kill of the wolf is the meat of the wolf.
   He may do what he will, but, till he has given
   permission, the pack may not eat of that kill.

Law of the Jungle

Laws

8
Who is the villain in "The Wizard of Oz"?

The Wicked Witch of the West

Villains

9
What character in the Paul Bunyan tales invented
the fountain pen by running a hose from a barrel
of ink to his pen and saved five barrels of ink one
summer by not dotting his "i's" or crossing his
" t 's "?

Johnny Inkslinger

Tall Tales

1 0
What is the enumeration of a population called?

census

Official Counts
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1 1
The land in many parts of the world actually
moves up and down several centimeters daily,
corresponding to what similar periodic motions in
the oceans?

tides

Changing Altitudes

1 2
In a story by C.S. Lewis, who rules Narnia and
keeps it in a perpetual state of winter?

White Witch

British Fantasies

1 3
A 90-pound sack of wheat is suspended by a black
rope.  A green rope suspending a 40-pound sack of
wheat is tied to the bottom of the 90-pound sack.
Ignoring the weight of the ropes, the black rope is
supporting how many pounds?

130 pounds

Rope Supports

1 4
The aluminum in cans, the lead in batteries, the
plastic in milk jugs, the paper in newspapers, and
the glass in bottles can be processed and reused
through what process?

recycling

Resources

1 5
What happens to the green and yellow parts of a
white light shining on a ripe strawberry?

They are absorbed.

Light

1 6
What is the meaning of "2.714e4"?

2.714 x 10 to the 4th power (27,140)

Mathematical Notation

1 7
What specter is indicated by this line from an
American short story?
  The chief part of the stories, however, turned
  upon the favorite specter of Sleepy Hollow.

Headless Horseman

Apparitions

1 8
Who is the main character in the adventure novel
that also includes these characters?
  King Azaz the Unabridged
  Faintly Macabre
  Officer Shrift
  The Whether Man
  The Gelatinous Giant
  Tock
  Rhyme and Reason

Milo

Adventure Novels

1 9
What two landforms are mentioned in the first
line of the song, "The Caissons Go Rolling Along"?

hills, dales

Landforms in Song

2 0
Before changing her mind, what queen had three
times rejected Christopher Columbus's plan to
reach the Indies by sailing west?

Isabella

A Monarch's Mind
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2 1
What basic form of government has been described
as two wolves and one sheep voting on what to have
for dinner?

democracy

Government Forms

2 2
To what people was General Thomas Gage referring
in 1775 when he sent this message to London?
  These people show a spirit and conduct against
  us they never showed against the French.

Americans

Letters Home

2 3
What kind of animals are these?
  Despereaux Tilling in "The Tale of Despereaux"
  Algernon in "Flowers for Algernon"
  Bianca in "The Rescuers"
  Stuart Little in "Stuart Little"

mice

Critters in Literature

2 4
What is the product of the smallest integer with
two syllables and the largest integer with one
syllable?

84  (7 x 12)

Integer Syllabication

2 5
What is the prime factorization of 260?

2 x 2 x 5 x 13

Factoring

2 6
What is the shape of Pueblo Indian kivas?

circular (round)

Native American Architecture

2 7
If Farmer Whitley plowed 7/20 of a pasture, what
percentage of the pasture was not plowed?

6 5 %

Percentage Problems

2 8
These words can be used as what two parts of
speech?
  email, torch, salt, fiddle, bottle, pocket

nouns and verbs

Parts of Speech

2 9
What is the meaning of the prefix in
"primate" and "primogeniture"?

f i r s t

Prefixes

3 0
Who is the narrator in the novel, "Black Beauty"?

the horse (Black Beauty)

Novel Narration
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3 1
What classification applies to stories set in
nonexistent worlds in which the characters are
often something other than human or in which
humans interact with creatures such as trolls,
dragons, elves, or kelpies?

fantasy

Literature

3 2
Macaroons are usually made with the ground fruit
of what tropical evergreen?

coconut palm

Cookie Botany

3 3
What elected position in America has been
described as "a spare tire on the automobile of
government"?

vice presidency

Metaphors

3 4
In the Harry Potter stories, what kind of creature
is Crookshanks?

cat

Beasts in Books

3 5
What is the title of the daughter of a monarch?

princess

Royalty

3 6
Transform 6 2/3% into a fraction.

1 / 1 5

Percents

3 7
You have a 3x3x3 cube made from 27 smaller
cubes.  If you paint the outside of the big cube and
then disassemble it, how many of the small cubes
have no painted faces?

1

Cubes

3 8
In the 18th century, what legislative body passed
the Sugar Act, the Stamp Act, the Currency Act,
and the Quartering Act?

Parliament

The Colonial Period

3 9
There are 40 aliens standing against a wall.  Every
4th alien has 4 eyes, every 3rd alien is hairy, and
every 2nd alien is green.  What can you say about
the 12th and 24th aliens?

They are hairy, green, and have 4 eyes.

Folks in a Row

4 0
What is the largest two-digit square?

8 1

Numbers
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1
These are varieties of what kind of marine
creatures?
  gray, right, minke, bowhead, baleen,
  humpback, sperm

whales

Marine Life

2
How many U.S. senators are from states that
border both the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of
Mexico?

two

Senators

3
Name the land allotments set aside by the U.S.
government for peoples such as the Hopi,
Chippewa, Sioux, and Arapaho.

reservations

Dedicated Real Estate

4
Stanzas are to poetry as paragraphs are to what?

prose

Literary Analogies

5
This is from what Rudyard Kipling short story?
  The Leopard was the 'sclusivist, sandiest,
  yellowish, brownest of them all, a greyish
  yellowish, catty-shaped kind of beast, and
  he matched the Veldt to one hair.

How the Leopard Got His Spots

Short Stories

6
What sea is immediately north of Colombia?

Caribbean Sea

Seas

7
What are the prime factors of 39?

3 and 13

Factoring

8
2 and 2 and 3 and 37 are the prime factors of what
number?

4 4 4

Factoring

9
What kind of engines powered the first
locomotives?

steam engines

Transportation

1 0
Since 1979, an Israeli town has offered a
yet-unclaimed prize for anyone who can prove the
existence of what legendary sea creature with a
female human head and torso and the tail of a fish?

mermaid

Pending Prizes
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1 1
What is the last word in this ditty about the
English language?
  You may find a lone mouse or a nest full of
    mice
  But the plural of house is houses, not hice.
  If the plural of man is always men,
  Why shouldn't the plural of pan be ...

pen

The Mother Tongue

1 2
The Earth's inner core has the shape of what
three-dimensional geometric figure?

sphere

The Earth's Interior

1 3
With respect to blood, what term is somewhat
synonymous with congealing, curdling, setting,
stiffening, thickening, and jelling?

clotting

Blood

1 4
This is from a Robert Louis Stevenson poem about
what phenomenon?
  The funniest thing about him is the way he
  likes to grow / Not at all like proper children,
  which is always very slow / For he sometimes
  shoots up taller like an India-rubber ball, / And
  he sometimes gets so little that there's none
  of him at all.

a shadow (his shadow)

Poetry

1 5
This is a spoonerism of what phrase?
  chipping the flannel

flipping the channel

Wordplay

1 6
If you flew 4 degrees north, then 13 degrees
south, then 17 degrees north, and 19 degrees
south and ended up at 11 degrees south latitude,
what was your latitude when you began?

0 degrees (equator)

Latitudes

1 7
What general category of rock is formed when lava
stops moving and cools?

igneous rock

Rock

1 8
Express as a binary numeral the number of
innings in a baseball game.

1 0 0 1

Other Bases

1 9
The hand-copying of books extremely limited
their production until what German came along in
the 15th century?

Johann Gutenberg

Publication

2 0
Which character in "Through the Looking Glass"
falls from his horse every time it stops?

White Knight

Awkward Characters
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2 1
For a collector to make a profit of exactly 10% on
the auk statue that she bought for $300, she must
sell it for how much?

$ 3 3 0

Art Treasure Math

2 2
What creatures in the Harry Potter books who
guard the wizard prison, Azkaban, have no eyes, a
large hole where the mouth should be, and grow
like fungi in the darkest, dankest places, creating
a dense and chilly fog?

dementors

Harry Potter

2 3
These are examples of what kind of symbols used
in the Old West?
  Flying H
  Diamond T
  Box L
  K Bar
  Running N
  Lazy A

brands (cattle brands)

Symbols

2 4
More than half of what fuel used in the U.S. is
imported from foreign countries?

oil (petroleum)

Energy Economics

2 5
Complete this syllogism.
  Brunhilda is either from Norway or the Alpha
  Centauri system.  She is not from the Alpha
  Centauri system.  Therefore, she ...

is from Norway

Syllogisms

2 6
If you attach a rope to a tree and pull the loose end
with a force of 80 pounds, the tree pulls back with
a force of how many pounds?

80 pounds

Force

2 7
40% of your gloves are leather and the rest are
wool.  If you have six pairs of leather gloves, how
many wool pairs do you have?

nine

Percentage Problems

2 8
Name the most famous vessel that sank on its
maiden voyage.

Titanic

Sinkings

2 9
In the 1760s, there were how many American
representatives in the British Parliament?

zero

Colonial Representation

3 0
What form of wordplay is used in this verse?
  Runny had to take a bath
  Before they'd sive him gupper.
  He got so tungry in the hub,
  He ate the rat of mubber.
  He chewed his dubber rucky up,
  He gulped boap subbles, too.
  But what upset his mamma most
  Was shrinking the dampoo.

spoonerism

Silly Poems
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3 1
A hot object emits more infrared radiation than it
absorbs while a cold object absorbs more infrared
radiation than what?

it emits

Radiation

3 2
This is about what current?
  For this ocean river, even in the severest
  droughts it never fails. And in the mightiest
  floods, it never overflows.  Its banks and its
  bottoms are of cold water while its current
  is warm.  The Gulf of Mexico is its fountain
  and its mouth is in the Arctic Sea.

Gulf Stream

Ocean Currents

3 3
What do all hexapods have?

6 feet (legs)

Zoology

3 4
After capybaras and beavers, the third largest
rodents are what animals with sharp, erectile
qui l ls?

porcupines

Rodents

3 5
Name the two imaginary lines that divide the
Eastern and Western hemispheres.

prime meridian, International Date Line

Earth's Divisions

3 6
Name the only continent that has never been the
site of a major military conflict.

Antarctica

Battlegrounds

3 7
What was the nationality of Ferdinand Magellan
and Henry the Navigator?

Portuguese

Nationalities

3 8
What is the alliterative name for this group of
men?
  Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, Benjamin
  Franklin, Alexander Hamilton, James Madison
  George Washington

Founding Fathers

U.S. Leaders

3 9
Spell the heteronym that has these meanings.
  -to bend forward at the waist
  -a weapon that shoots arrows
  -the front of a ship
  -a device used to play a violin

bow

Heteronyms

4 0
In a coal-fired power plant, chemical energy in
the coal is converted into thermal energy, which
is then converted to kinetic energy in steam,
which is then converted to mechanical energy in a
turbine, which is then converted into what other
form of energy?

electrical energy

Energy Transformations
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* alt
The area indicated by this passage from an 1858
journal became what national park?
  After entering it there is nothing to do but
  leave.  Ours has been the first, and will
  doubtlessly be the last party of whites to visit
  this profitless locality.  It seems intended by
  nature that the Colorado River shall be forever
  unvisited and undisturbed.

Grand Canyon

Erroneous Predictions

* alt
If you pedal your bike 80 miles in 3 days, how
many miles will you ride in 15 days?

4 0 0

Bike Mileage

* alt
What kind of artist in a circus may swing from a
suspended bar high in the air and then release it
only to be caught in midair by another performer
swinging from a different bar?

trapeze artist

Circus Performers

* alt
What L. Frank Baum character says this?
  I shall take the heart, for brains
  do not make one happy, and happiness
  is the best thing in the world.

Tin Woodman (Tin Man)

A Goal of Happiness

* alt
Walking legs compose the last four pairs of
appendages on arachnids.  This distinguishes
arachnids from what other arthropods with just
three pairs of walking legs?

insects

Arthropods

* alt
The time signature on sheet music indicates the
number of beats per what?

measure

Sheet Music

* alt
What device in use as early as the seventh century
agitates milk cream until it becomes butter?

churn

Agricultural Innovations

* alt
What country is the setting for Lucy Boston's
"Green Knowe" stories?

England (Great Britain)

Settings

* alt
If you take one step east beyond the easternmost
border of Idaho you end up in what state?

Wyoming

Western States

* alt
What is the name for a section or division of a
poem consisting of a grouping of lines in a
recurring pattern?

stanza

Poetry
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1
In the Mad Hatter's world, it is always what time?

tea time

Alice in Wonderland

2
Although a dog has few sweat glands, it can still
lower its body temperature through what
respiratory behavior?

panting

Thermoregulation

3
What number between 50 and 80 is a perfect
square?

6 4

Squares

4
What art form is especially responsive to air
currents?

mobiles

Art Forms

5
What sentence essentially tells what the rest of
the paragraph is all about?

topic sentence

Wri t ing

6
The span of the horns of what breed of cattle
adapted to sparse and rugged grazing land often
reaches 1.8 meters?

longhorn

Bovines

7
In a poem, one or more lines that are repeated at
the end of each succeeding stanza make up what?

the refrain

Poetry Parts

8
Kansas is almost a perfect rectangle, except in the
northeast corner where what river forms its
boundary?

Missouri River

Kansas Geography

9
The two consonants that can have a hard or soft
quality when pronounced are "g" and what other?

c

Consonants

1 0
William's talents include drumming, math, and
tennis.  Tess is fluent in French, plays the oboe,
and is a black belt in judo.  Rosie's "strings"
include mathematics, violin, painting, and
photography.  What is the last name of this
remarkable fictional family that lives in Unicorn
House in a rural part of the United Kingdom?

Bagthorpe

Eccentric Families
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1 1
128 is the sum of what two consecutive odd
integers?

63, 65

Integer Addition

1 2
If you had 170 rods, each 18 inches long, and laid
them end to end, they would extend for how many
yards?

8 5

Measurement Conversions

1 3
What contraction can be made from the first
letters of the names of the U.S. states bordering
Mexico?

can't

Border States

1 4
What type of fan used on watercraft and airplanes
transforms rotary motion into thrust?

propeller

Thrust Technology

1 5
In the poem, what creature that crowed in the
morn woke the judge all shaven and shorn that
married the man all tattered and torn that kissed
the maiden all forlorn?

rooster (cock)

English Poems

1 6
Olive trees are native to what basin that holds an
expansive sea?

Mediterranean Basin

Olives

1 7
What kind of simple machine always consists of a
rigid bar pivoted at some point?

lever

Mechanics

1 8
What metric unit is 1/1000 of a gram?

mil l igram

Metric Measures

1 9
These quotations are from what fantasy?
  -I suppose it's like the ticking crocodile,
    isn't it?  Time is chasing after all of us.
  The moment you doubt whether you can fly,
    you cease forever to be able to do it.
  Fairies have to be one thing or the other,
    because being so small they unfortunately
    have room for one feeling only at a time.

Peter Pan

Fantasies

2 0
What is the highest mountain in the same range
that includes Kanchenjunga at 28,208 feet,
Makalu at 27,766 feet, and Dhaulagiri at 26,810
feet?

Mt. Everest

Mountains
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2 1
This is from a Rudyard Kipling story about what
small carnivorous mammal?
  Turn for turn and twist for twist-
    (Run and hide thee, Nag.)
  Hah! The hooded Death has missed!
    (Woe betide thee, Nag!)

Rikki-Tikki-Tavi (mongoose)

Animal Poems

2 2
According to the Latin derivation of the term,
bipeds have two what?

feet

Zoology

2 3
What word is missing in this definition?
  Sun-dried earth and some straw make ----.
  You can use it to build in the Gobi
    Where it's hot and it's dry
   But you ought not to try
  To apply it at Lake Okeechobee.

adobe

Limerical Building Materials

2 4
This is an excerpt from what kind of reference?
  -answer-
  dancer, lancer, romancer, enhancer,
  cancer, entrancer, merganser, prancer

rhyming (poet's) dictionary

Reference Books

2 5
In June of 2016, journalists reported that Donald
Trump had $1.3 million in his campaign bank
account.  At the same time, Hillary Clinton had
$42 million in her campaign account, which was
how many times more than Trump?

3 5

Campaign War Chests

2 6
What is .7 to the third power?

.343

Decimal Exponents

2 7
A lunar eclipse is a shadow cast by what body on
what body?

by the Earth on the Moon

Eclipses

2 8
What kind of firearm invented by Samuel Colt has
a rotating cylinder containing multiple chambers
for cartridges?

revolver

Weapons

2 9
What extensive inland body of water has been
called America's Dead Sea?

Great Salt Lake

Lakes

3 0
These words are from what state's song?
  If you want glamour, try Atlantic City
    or Wildwood by the sea;
  Then there is Trenton, Princeton, and
    Fort Monmouth, they all made history.

New Jersey

State Songs
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3 1
In addition to their sacred honor, what else did the
signers of the Declaration of Independence pledge?

lives, fortunes

The Declaration

3 2
Name the government formed by the states that
seceded from the U.S. during the Civil War.

Confederate States of America

Secession

3 3
To whom did the British general Charles
Cornwallis surrender in 1781?

George Washington

Capitulation

3 4
If burning one gallon of gas produces about 20
pounds of carbon dioxide, how many pounds of
carbon dioxide are produced by a vehicle getting
20 miles per gallon on a 200-mile trip?

2 0 0

Emissions

3 5
What character in a fantasy carries an elfish
knife-sword he calls Sting?

Bilbo (or Frodo) Baggins

Fantasy Blades

3 6
What kind of rock forms when intense heat and
pressure cook and squeeze sedimentary rock
beneath the Earth's surface?

metamorphic rock

The Rock Cycle

3 7
The Eastern Woodlands tribes of North America
used wampum as what?

money

Native American History

3 8
The fruit in the Adam and Eve story also has a
central role in what well-known fairy tale?

Snow White

Fairy Tale Fruit

3 9
What town in Germany is famed for a folk tale
about rats, a broken bargain, and missing
children?

Hamelin

Folklore

4 0
What kind of eclipse occurs when the Moon moves
into the Earth's shadow?

lunar eclipse

Eclipses
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1
A violent, forceful, rushing attack by troops upon
the enemy is called a what?

charge

Military Jargon

2
A tank contains 170 pounds of ghost slime.  How
much remains after these quantities are removed?
  3 pounds 10 ounces
  9 pounds 4 ounces
  6 pounds 5 ounces

150 pounds 13 ounces

Ghostbuster Slime

3
What form of literature begins with this?
  Once upon a time ...

fairy tale

Forms of Literature

4
What is the common, collective name for the
aboriginal people who inhabit the circumpolar
regions?

Eskimos

Aborigines

5
What form of logic is illustrated in this thought
sequence?
  Objects made of iron rust.
  This shovel is made of iron.
  Therefore, this shovel will rust.

deduction (syllogism, syllogistic,

Logic

6
Snakes have what organ that enables them to smell
in stereo?

tongue (forked tongue, or Jacobson's

Reptilian Sensation

7
These are varieties of what musical instruments?
  conga, snare, log, steel, bongo, tom-tom

drums

Musical Instruments

8
At liftoff, space shuttles weighed about 4.5 million
pounds or how many tons?

2 , 2 5 0

Rocket Science Math

9
Name the symptom consisting of small pink and
red spots on the skin due to inflammation of sweat
glands.

rash

Symptoms

1 0
Name the network of people that helped escaped
slaves on their way to freedom in the northern
states or Canada.

Underground Railroad

Slavery
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1 1
What word completes this line?
  It is a good idea to believe only half of what
  you hear, but be sure the half you believe
  isn't the wrong ...

half

Words of Wisdom

1 2
Nearly 2000 persons in the world are injured by
lightning strikes annually, and about 30% of those
struck die.  So, how many people struck by
lightning each year survive?

1 4 0 0

Lightning Math

1 3
What term for a period of time was derived from a
Latin word indicating a group of 100 things?

century

Etymology

1 4
The remains of meteoroids found on Earth are
called what?

meteorites

Meteoroids

1 5
These are characteristics of what North American
spiders?
  -Only adult females are dangerous to humans.
  -The females sometimes eat the male after
    they mate.
  -The venom is many times more toxic than
    that of rattlesnakes.
  -Adults have shiny, black abdomens.

black widows

Spiders

1 6
"Limo" is a clipped word for what large passenger
vehicle?

limousine

Clipped Words

1 7
The Fahrenheit scale divides the difference
between the boiling point and freezing point of
water into how many equal degrees?

1 8 0

Heat Measurement

1 8
What word that rhymes with "feet" characterizes
the sounds made by giraffes, goats, and lambs?

bleat

Animal Sounds

1 9
What is the tenth term in the sequence that begins
with these numbers?
  2   5   8   11 ...

2 9

Sequences

2 0
What season occurs as the Sun approaches the
winter solstice?

autumn (fall)

Seasons
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2 1
What proper noun should have been used in this
line from the comedy, "Animal House"?
  Nothing is over until we decide it is!  Was it
  over when the Germans bombed Pearl Harbor?

Japanese

Cinema Spoofs

2 2
If four more than twice a number is 18, what is
the number?

7

Number Problems

2 3
Who is indicated by the first-person pronoun in
this quote?
  Wilbur and I could not understand that there
  was anything about a bird that could not be
  built on a larger scale and used by man.

Orville (Wright)

Fruitful Contemplation

2 4
Name the principal water-absorbing organs of
plants.

roots

Botany

2 5
These were important cities on what peninsula?
  Florence, Milan, Genoa, Venice

Italy

Peninsular History

2 6
What is a Hawaiian feast called?

luau

Polynesian Traditions

2 7
The southern part of which continent is closest to
Antarctica?

South America

Continents

2 8
On the Great Seal of the United States, in the glory
above the head of the bald eagle, are how many
stars?

1 3

Symbols

2 9
What river has more tributaries than any other?

Amazon

Tributaries

3 0
What table separates the elements into such
groups as alkali metals, alkaline earths,
metalloids, metals, and halogens?

periodic table

Chemistry
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3 1
What is the sum of the first three prime
numbers?

1 0

Primes

3 2
These are lines from a story about a scorpion and
what other creature?
  -Will you carry me across the river?
  -You sting me while I'm swimming and I'l drown.
  -If I were to sting you, you would drown and I
    would go down with you.
  -Why did you sting me?
  -It has nothing to do with logic.  It is just my
    character.

turtle (or frog)

Folklore Dialogue

3 3
In "Through the Looking Glass," what two
characters recite to Alice "The Walrus and the
Carpenter"?

Tweedledum and Tweedledee

Fictional Pairs

3 4
This is from what story?
  While he was watching the ships, Buttercup
  shoved him with all her strength.  Down went
  the man in black.  "You can die too for all I
  care," she said, and then she turned away.
  Words followed her, whispered from afar, weak
  and warm and familiar. "As...you...wish..."

The Princess Bride

Swashbuckling Stories

3 5
Someone who begins very poor and becomes
wealthy goes from rags to what?

riches

Idioms

3 6
Restate this line in standard English.
  A little rain never hurt no one.

A little rain never hurt anyone (anybody).

Sentence Improvement

3 7
What kind of flood results when a local, intense
rainstorm generates heavy runoff in a normally
dry channel to form a wall of water moving
downstream?

flash flood

Floods

3 8
In the story of Chicken Little, who is the
antagonist?

Foxy Loxy (the fox)

Fables

3 9
If the sum of three consecutive integers is 87,
what is the smallest number?

2 8

Consecutive Integers

4 0
In Greek mythology, who is Castor's twin?

Pollux

Mythical Siblings
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* alt
A mnemonic device for remembering the names of
cave formations is that stalactite has a "C" for
ceiling and what similar term has a "G" for
ground?

stalagmite

Cave Formations

* alt
If today is Wednesday, what day of the week will it
be 100 days from now?

Friday

Calendar Calculations

* alt
What instruments are used to measure air
pressure in inches of mercury or in millibars?

barometers

Air Measurements

* alt
What category of musical instruments have frets?

stringed instruments (strings)

Instruments

* alt
You have been given a meteorite fragment and find
that it is attracted to a magnet.  Therefore you
know it contains nickel and/or what other metal?

i ron

Meteorites

* alt
An antimagic square of order three contains the
natural numbers from 1 to 9 such that all rows,
columns, and diagonals have different sums.  What
is the third row of this example?
  789
  612

5 4 3

Antimagic Squares

* alt
What simple machine has a triangular shape?

wedge (inclined plane)

Machines

* alt
Name the long string of islands stretching from
Florida to South America that separate the
Caribbean from the Atlantic.

West Indies (Antilles)

Archipelagoes

* alt
What region stretches from the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec in Mexico southeastward to the
Isthmus of Panama where it connects to the
Colombian Pacific Lowlands?

Central America

New World Regions

* alt
In the 16th century, when Francisco de Ulloa
sailed to the southern tip of Lower California and
then up its eastern shore, he was in a body of
water?

Gulf of California (Sea of Cortes)

Spanish Explorers
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1
Photovoltaic cells convert sunlight directly into
what kind of energy?

electrical energy (electricity)

Energy

2
What literary form is described in this passage?
  They are a kind of window into a man's life that
  brings him as vividly to life as if here were
  standing in the same room.  They allow you to
  meet people who lived in all the past centuries.

biographies

Literature

3
What bear is easily distinguished by large, black
patches around its eyes, on its ears, and around its
body?

panda (giant panda)

Ursidae

4
Five Vogons wrote bad poems containing 81, 63,
120, 92, and 444 verses for an average of how
many verses per work?

1 6 0

Statistics

5
Name the largest Latin American country that did
not gain its independence from Spain.

Brazi l

Independence

6
From what part of an astronomy book were these
lines taken?
  Magellanic Clouds, 448
  Magnetosphere, 159-161
  Main sequence stars, 314, 320
  Mars, 208-217
  Mascons, 181

index

Texts

7
Spell the answer when you make one word out of
the letters in "new door."

one word

Wordplay

8
What is the most familiar example of oxidation
caused by exposure to air?

rust (corrosion)

Oxidation

9
What kind of vessels are described as paddle
steamers with paddle wheels on their sides?

sidewheelers

Steam-powered Vessels

1 0
What phrase refers to packaged foods such as
candy, chips, and soft drinks that are high in
calories but low in nutritional value?

junk food

Nutri t ion
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1 1
Members of which house of the U.S. Congress have
statewide constituencies?

Senate

Congress

1 2
What shaggy-maned, gregarious, North American
mammal has a large head, short horns, and heavy
forequarters surmounted by a prominent fleshy
hump?

buffalo (bison)

Wildl i fe

1 3
What jet propelled marine creature has a soft,
torpedo-shaped body with two flaps used for
steering and ten arms with suckers?

squid

Marine Biology

1 4
Name the lost island in a series of stories created
by James Gurney where survivors of shipwrecks
learn to work and play with dinosaurs.

Dinotopia

Fantasy Islands

1 5
To what does the pronoun refer in this
description?
  They occur where groundwater percolates into
  underground chambers that exist in hot rock.
  Water eventually boils under great pressure
  and forces its way to the surface.  Cooler
  groundwater seeps back in, and the cycle is
  repeated.

geysers

Groundwater

1 6
Electrical charges pass through a wire in the form
of what subatomic particles?

electrons

Electricity

1 7
While prisons are generally intended for long
term incarceration, what facilities usually hold
prisoners awaiting trial or those serving
relatively short sentences of less than a year?

ja i l s

Detention Facilities

1 8
What is the title of the son of a monarch?

prince

Monarchs

1 9
Some of Richard Adams' characters include what
kind of creatures with such names as Fiver, Hazel,
and Bigwig?

rabbits

Animals in Literature

2 0
Groups of settlers would line up their Conestoga
wagons and head across the Great Plains in
caravans called what?

wagon trains

Old West
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2 1
In Britain, they call 10 to the 12th power one
billion, but in the U.S., that number is called
what?

one trillion

Numbers

2 2
A sea breeze is caused by what difference between
the surface of the land and the surface of an
adjacent body of water?

temperature

Breezes

2 3
The name of what star completes this line?
  The two corner stars of the "pan" point
  above the top of the "pan" to ...

Polaris

Stars

2 4
These are types of what simple device?
  biconvex, plano-convex,
  plano-concave, biconcave

lens

Devices

2 5
What do various proverbs say about hiding your
light under a bushel, looking a gift horse in the
mouth, putting your eggs in one basket, and
putting off for tomorrow what you can do today?

Don't do it.

Proverbs

2 6
Complete this phrase used in a formal meeting
when a vote is about to take place to determine how
many in a group agree to the motion.
  All in ...

favor

Parliamentary Procedure

2 7
The southernmost point in the U.S. is located in
what state?

Hawaii

State Extremes

2 8
Which of the three major subatomic particles is
the least massive?

electron

Atoms

2 9
What are the prime factors of 34?

2 and 17

Factoring

3 0
These are all things you should not do In the event
of what natural phenomenon?
  Go to the highest nearby point.
  Lie flat on the ground.
  Take to the open water.
  Take shelter under flagpoles or tall trees.
  Stand in a puddle.
  Hold a golf club high above you.

lightning

Things Not to Do
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3 1
In Paul Bunyan's lumber camp, who made
flapjacks on a griddle so big it had to be greased by
skaters with slabs of bacon tied to their feet?

Sourdough Sam

Paul's Pals

3 2
What kind of showers result when the Earth
passes through the dust tail of a comet?

meteor showers

Comets

3 3
The southernmost point of which continent is
farthest from Antarctica?

Europe

Continents

3 4
These lines are from what story?
  -I shall ask for brains instead of a heart,
   for a fool would not know what to do with
   a heart if he had one.
  -I shall take the heart, for brains do not
   make one happy, and happiness is the
   best thing in the world.

The Wizard of Oz

American Novels

3 5
According to the lyrics of the song, what three
things should you do "if you're happy and you know
i t ? "

clap your hands, stomp your feet, shout

Happy Songs

3 6
What word describes an individual who seeks an
elective position in local, state, or national
government?

candidate

Governmental Aspirations

3 7
Name the type of mathematical set comprised of all
years with fifteen months.

null (empty) set

Sets

3 8
Disregarding articles and pronouns, how many
adjectives are in this line?
  The young candidate began his Senate race by
  throwing a baseball glove from a grain elevator
  before a live audience.

5

Adjective Mining

3 9
What is 130% of 90?

1 1 7

Percentage

4 0
The Italian author Carlo Collodi created an
enduring story about what marionette that comes
to life?

Pinocchio

Italian Literature
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1
Which of the three main categories of rock is most
abundant in Arizona's Painted Desert?

sedimentary

Rock

2
What war officially ended when the Treaty of
Paris was ratified by Congress in 1784?

American Revolutionary War

Wars

3
These are all varieties of what?
  yurts, big tops, pavilions, tipis

tents

Shelters

4
What word is missing from all these proverbs?
  A still tongue makes a wise ----
  Uneasy lies the ---- that wears a crown.
  Better to be the ---- of a dog than
   the tail of a lion.
  Hit the nail on the ----

head

Proverbs

5
Start with 68 and add its reverse to it.  Take the
sum and add its reverse to it.  Keep doing this until
you arrive at a number palindrome.  What number
is it?

1 1 1 1

Number Palindromes

6
How many syllables are in this line by Ralph
Waldo Emerson?
  The louder he talked of his honor,
  the faster we counted our spoons.

1 7

Syllabication

7
What West Coast U.S. city is sometimes called
Shaky Town?

San Francisco (or Los Angeles)

City Nicknames

8
What kind of special relationship is indicated in
this verse?
  In form and feature, face and limb,
    I grew so like my brother,
  That folks kept taking me for him,
    And each for one another.

twins (identical twins)

Family Verse

9
What large, long-legged wading birds known for
nesting on rooftops are often depicted as carrying
human babies?

storks

Bird Folklore

1 0
Name the street and circus entertainers who place
flaming objects in their mouths and extinguish
them.

fire eaters

Entertainers
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1 1
What creature says this in a poem by Mary
Howitt?
  Come hither, hither, pretty Fly, with the pearl
  and silver wing, / Your robes are green and
  purple, there's a crest upon your head, / Your
  eyes are like the diamond bright, but mine are
  dull as lead.

spider

Arthropod Poetry

1 2
Alamo City is the nickname for what large U.S.
town?

San Antonio

City Nicknames

1 3
Complete this line by Lewis Carroll.
  Begin at the beginning and go on
  till you come to the end and then ...

stop

Advice

1 4
What term for a drenching completes this line
about trees leafing in the spring?
  If the oak is before the ash
    Then you'll only get a splash.
  If the ash precedes the oak,
    Then you may expect a ...

soak

Homespun Meteorology

1 5
What popular American folk song could have been
given this synonymous title?
  Domicile on the Expansive Tract
  Suitable for Livestock Grazing

Home on the Range

Songs

1 6
The Apollo 14 command module was named after
what site in North Carolina where the Wright
Brothers first successfully flew?

Kitty Hawk

Moon Missions

1 7
What kind of creatures may have between 200 and
400 vertebrae with ribs attached to both sides?

snakes

Animal Anatomy

1 8
If you paid $5000 for a set of Justin Bieber
trading cards and sold them for $5500, what
percentage was your profit?

1 0 %

Percentage Problems

1 9
Covering about one-seventh of the U.S. land area,
what general region consists of Virginia, North
and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, Tennessee, and Arkansas?

the South

U.S. Regions

2 0
The arguments for and against an issue are called
the pros and what?

cons

Arguments
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2 1
In 1620, two vessels left Southampton, England,
but the Speedwell soon had to turn back, leaving
what other ship to complete the historic journey
and carry settlers to the New World?

Mayflower

Colonial Ships

2 2
What is the only terrestrial planet known to have
an active hydrosphere?

Earth

Planets

2 3
Resembling a hatchet, name the light ax used by
North American Indians as a weapon and tool.

tomahawk

Weapons

2 4
What is the average of -9, -18, and -39?

- 2 2

Negative Means

2 5
What form of visual communication, usually
involving a blanket, was developed by American
Indians for communicating over long distances?

smoke signals

Native American Communications

2 6
Multiply a third of a dozen by a baker's dozen.

5 2

Measurement Multiples

2 7
If you slide a book along a gym floor, it eventually
slows down and then stops, mainly due to what
force?

fr ict ion

Force

2 8
The name of what birds is missing in this quote by
Henry Thoreau?
  I rejoice that there are ----.  Let them do the
  idiotic and maniacal hooting for men.  It is a
  sound admirably suited to swamps and twilight
  woods which no day illustrates, suggesting a
  vast and underdeveloped nature which men
  have not recognized.

owls

Bird Celebrations

2 9
Name the period of waning twilight from the time
of sunset to dark.

dusk (gloaming, eventide)

Evenings

3 0
What word completes this limerick?
  While he was out walking alone,
  Old Edward decided to clone.
  He found himself doubled,
  But not the least troubled,
  For two Ed's are better than ...!

one

Biological Limericks
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3 1
If your stride is 2 1/2 feet, how many steps will
you take to walk a mile?

2 1 1 2

Stepping Along

3 2
The wings of what animal consist of two thin
layers of skin stretched over its arms and
fingers?

bat

Wings

3 3
What is the single most important agent that
sculpts the surface of the Earth?

water

Natural Change Agents

3 4
According to Article VI, the U.S. Constitution shall
be the supreme law of what?

the land

The Constitution

3 5
What was the nationality of the first explorer to
reach the North Pole?

American

Arctic Explorers

3 6
In Jack London's story, "The One Thousand Dozen,"
the central character plans to sell one thousand
dozen eggs in Dawson for five dollars per dozen and
thereby gross how much money?

$ 5 0 0 0

Business Schemes

3 7
Memphians and Nashvillians live in what state?

Tennessee

Demonyms

3 8
What character created by L. Frank Baum says
this?
  All you have to do is to knock
  the heels together three times
  and command the shoes to carry
  you wherever you wish to go.

good witch (witch of the north)

Fantasies

3 9
If X includes the multiples of 3 between 1 and 20
and Y includes the even natural numbers less than
16, what is the intersection of X and Y?

6, 12

Sets

4 0
In "Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire," Harry
must take a golden egg from what dragon?

Hungarian Horntail

Harry Potter
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* alt
These are sequels to what story?
  -The Return of the Indian
  -The Secret of the Indian
  -The Mystery of the Cupboard
  -The Key to the Indian

The Indian in the Cupboard

Sequels

* alt
The name of what Latin American country is the
last word in this punnish statement?
  You say you are from South America,
  but I do not ...

Bolivia

South American Puns

* alt
What word completes this line by Vince Lombardi
illustrating parallel structure?
  The greatest accomplishment is not in
  never falling, but in rising again after you ...

fa l l

Parallel Structure

* alt
What early 17th-century New World colony was
named after King James I?

Jamestown

Colonial Eponyms

* alt
What did Aesop call the lessons that his fables
teach about life?

morals

Fables

* alt
How many degrees and minutes are there in 3780
seconds?

1 degree 3 minutes

Angle Measures

* alt
What bird in "The Phantom Tollbooth" takes the
words right out of your mouth?

Everpresent Wordsnatcher

Fantasy Birds

* alt
In what Uncle Remus story is this line repeatedly
found?
  ... ain't sayin' nothin'.

The Tar Baby

Uncle Remus

* alt
Because they could slice it easily into bricks for
the walls of a house, what building material was
known to pioneers as Nebraska marble?

sod

Great Plains Construction

* alt
What common idiom containing the name of an
agricultural product and "hit" means to go to
sleep?

hit the hay

Idioms


